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 Although past work has noted that contrasts in turbidity often are detectable on remotely 
sensed images of rivers downstream from confluences, no systematic methodology has been 
developed for assessing mixing over distance of confluent flows with differing suspended 
sediment concentrations. In contrast to field measurements of mixing below confluences, 
remote-sensing data can provide detailed information on spatial patterns of surficial mixing over 
long distances along river systems, which can be utilized for mixing studies downstream of large 
river confluences. 
This dissertation consists of three main themes. The first study presents a methodology 
that uses remote sensing and USGS gaging station data to estimate spatial patterns of surficial 
suspended sediment concentrations (SSC) downstream of confluences along large rivers and to 
determine changes in the amount of mixing over distance from confluences. The method 
develops a calibrated Random Forest (RF) model by relating SSC data from river gaging stations 
to individual bands and derived spectral indices for the pixels corresponding to the locations of 
USGS gaging stations. The calibrated model is then used to predict SSC values for every river 
pixel in remotely sensed images, which provides basis for mapping of spatial variability in SSCs 
along the river. A new methodology is introduced to average surficial SSC data at cross sections 
spaced uniformly along the river. The method works as proxy to existing time averaging 
techniques in the fields. Mixing value at each cross-section is computed using the spatially 
averaged cross-section data and a new mixing metric that can work with low initial 
concentrations differences between tributaries and takes into account upstream SSC variance. 
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The section provides three examples of model application where spatial pattern of changes in this 
metric over distance is used to define rates and length scales of surficial mixing of suspended 
sediment downstream of a confluence. 
The second study comprised of investigation of influence of different potential 
controlling factors on mixing downstream of confluences. Based on dimensional analysis and 
extant literature, the factors that could be calculated with remote sensing and available gaging 
station data were identified and regressed against observed mixing lengths to determine influence 
of each one of them on lateral mixing. Longitudinal variations in mixing with changes in channel 
geometry was also determined. Contrary to the current understanding, none of the factors 
identified in the literature showed any relation with the mixing lengths. The lack on observed 
relation between all of the factors indicates that mixing processes at large rivers are more 
complex then at small confluences. The study ascertains the need for additional applications of 
the methodology on other large rivers to identify uniqueness or commonalities between this 
confluence and other large confluences around the world. Furthermore, the methodology can also 
be used to evaluate how variations in mixing over time and space influence water quality and 
ecological conditions along the river. 
 The third part presents a methodology to implement streamtube method to compute 
lateral mixing lengths downstream of the confluence. The method uses planform data from 
satellite imageries, hydrologic data from USGS, and bathymetric data from USACE to compute 
streamtube parameters. Mixing lengths determined by streamtube method are compared with the 
mixing lengths observed in the second study. Streamtube method relies heavily on flow 
discharges and mixing lengths decrease linearly with increasing discharge. However, the second 
study did not find any such relation between the discharge and mixing lengths. It is therefore 
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concluded that the simple theoretical assumptions embodied in the streamtube model do not hold 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation 
River confluences are the sites where two rivers join together and are ubiquitous features 
of all fluvial networks. Confluences play an important role in routing flows from different 
watersheds through the fluvial networks, which has consequences for flooding, bed and bank 
stability, and water quality downstream of the confluences. It is not surprising that confluences 
have received attention from a wide range of scientific disciplines. To geomorphologists, 
confluences represent sites of significant changes in hydraulic conditions, channel geometry, and 
bed material characteristics. To sedimentologists, confluences are sites of unique facies produced 
by characteristic erosional/depositional features. For ecologists, mixing processes at confluences 
are of interest because of the consequences of such mixing for water quality and nutrient 
dynamics at and downstream of the confluence. To engineers, confluence hydrodynamics are 
important for flood routing and management within drainage networks. 
  Mixing at confluences is initiated when incoming flows with different physical 
and chemical properties join together and start to mix laterally. The dynamics of transverse-
mixing processes at confluences essentially determine water quality downstream of these 
locations. Local rates of mixing depend on flow structure within the confluence, which are 
largely controlled by planform symmetry, junction angle, relative strengths of the incoming 
flows, and density and bed elevation differences between the two channels (Bradbrook et al., 
2000, 1998, Constantinescu et al., 2016, 2011; De Serres et al., 1999; Laraque et al., 2009; 
Ramón et al., 2014; Ramõn et al., 2013; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998, 1995). Extensive 
research on flow structure has been conducted in the immediate vicinity of a confluence, where 
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hydrodynamic conditions are strongly affected by flow convergence – a region referred to as the 
confluence hydrodynamic zone (CHZ) (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995).  Studies of mixing at and 
downstream of confluences are less common. Mixing at small confluences show that 
considerable mixing can happen within the CHZ (Biron et al., 2004; Gaudet and Roy, 1995; 
Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001), whilst studies on large river 
confluences indicate that mixing lengths often extend hundreds of channel widths downstream of 
the confluence (Bouchez et al., 2010; Kabeya et al., 2008; Lane et al., 2008; Laraque et al., 2009; 
Mackay, 1970; Rathbun and Rostad, 2004). Past studies are limited mostly to a restricted range 
of hydrodynamic conditions of the incoming flows or to measurements at particular locations 
downstream of confluences and thus may not adequately capture spatial and temporal variations 
in mixing lengths in response to varying flow conditions. Because rates of transverse mixing 
downstream of confluences are largely unknown, the influence of tributary contributions on 
spatial patterns of water quality in large river systems is poorly understood. Therefore, there is a 
clear need for additional research that examines characteristics of mixing downstream of large-
river confluences over large temporal and spatial scales and the factors that might influence rates 
of mixing and mixing lengths. 
As flows from major tributaries, often with different biogeochemical characteristics, 
converge at confluences, the mixing interface between both flows can usually be identified 
visually based on contrasts in visible properties of the flow (e.g. turbidity, color) (Roy et al., 
1999). Semi-theoretical analysis suggests that mixing lengths scale with width of the channel. 
Hence, for big rivers, in the absence of strong near-field effects, large absolute length scales are 
required for the cross-channel contrast to completely disappear. Many empirical studies in large 
river systems have reported slow mixing rates and very large length scales where flows remain 
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unmixed downstream of confluences for hundreds of kilometers (Bouchez et al., 2010; Kabeya et 
al., 2008; Krouse and Mackay, 1971; Laraque et al., 2009; Mackay, 1970; Matsui et al., 1976; 
Rathbun and Rostad, 2004; Stallard, 1987). However, mixing lengths of a few channel widths 
downstream of confluences have also been reported for large rivers (Lane et al., 2008; Maurice-
Bourgoin et al., 2003). Current knowledge of lateral mixing downstream of confluences is 
limited to particular hydrological relations between the tributaries that cannot necessarily be 
translated to other hydrological conditions even for the same confluence. To date, no such 
studies have considered in details wide range of hydrological conditions and how these 
conditions influence the rates and length scales of mixing at large river confluences. 
The lack of detailed studies of mixing downstream of confluences represents a major gap 
in the understanding of fluvial processes in large river systems. Although small confluences and 
large confluences exhibit some similarities (e.g. bed scour), the hydrodynamics of small 
confluences may not be identical to those of large confluences. Because shear layer vortices 
scale with channel depth and width changes far rapidly than depth in the large confluences than 
those of small confluences, the expected width of the shear layer and the rate at which it expands 
downstream relative to the channel width is much smaller in larger rivers than in smaller rivers 
(Rhoads, 2006). Additionally, bed discordance may be minimal or completely absent at the large 
confluences, resulting in the lack of shear layer distortion that can promote rapid mixing (Gaudet 
and Roy, 1995). The effects of tributary mouth bars may also be not as prominent as in small 
confluences because slopes of these bars are often much gentler than the slopes of tributary 
mouth bars found in smaller confluences (Parsons et al., 2008). Furthermore, channel-scale 
secondary flows may not be similar to those observed at small confluences. For example, 
Parsons et al., (2007) found no evidence of secondary flows while Szupiany et al., (2007) found 
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small localized flow cells that were limited to <25% of the channel width. Thus, further research 
is needed to determine whether results on mixing obtained for small river confluences apply to 
large river confluences, where hydrodynamic conditions may differ from those for small 
confluence. The purpose of this research is to examine surficial mixing using satellite remote 
sensing data to elucidate the influence of tributary contributions on spatial patterns of water 
quality in large river systems.  
1.2 Research questions 
The main objective of this research is to increase our knowledge of mixing dynamics at 
and downstream of confluences by examining patterns of lateral surface mixing of suspended 
sediment downstream of a large-river confluence and by evaluating relations between dominant 
flow conditions and mixing rates and lengths using satellite remote sensing and ground data from 
USGS stations. The specific objectives of this research are to; 
1) Develop a satellite remote-sensing-based methodology to determine spatial 
patterns of suspended sediment downstream of a large river confluence. 
2)  Apply the methodology to a large river confluence to evaluate rates and length 
scales of transverse surficial mixing of suspended sediment for a wide range of hydrological 
conditions  
3) Evaluate the effects of potential controlling factors (PCFs), such as momentum 
ratio, total flow discharge, width-depth ratio, sediment-concentration ratios, and density 
differences on rates and length scales of mixing downstream of a large river confluence.  
4)  Determine whether changes in the “apparent” amount of mixing, as determined 
from a mixing metric, might reflect factors other than mixing, such as additions or losses of 
sediment from the water column over distance.  
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5) Develop a stream-tube model of mixing lengths and compare predicted lengths 
scales of mixing with observed length scales of surface mixing derived from remote sensing 
analysis.  
The outcome of this research enhances the capacity to assess water quality parameters 
like suspended sediment concentration (SSC) and temperatures in rivers, offering a means to 
evaluate SSC and thermal mixing at any large river with contrasting initial values. Using the 
proposed mixing metric, the research provides substantial insights into transverse mixing in large 
rivers. In particular, it provides insight into the dynamics of mixing downstream of large river 
confluences. Results from this research will also benefit the society because large rivers are 
equally important for humans and aquatic habitats and improved understanding of mixing is 
critical for water quality applications. 
1.3 Research organization 
The process of mixing in river confluences mainly occur though three main mechanisms: 
(i) the development of shear between the conjoining flows, (ii) secondary flows due to the flow 
curvature, and (iii) bed discordance between the two tributaries. A substantial amount of 
previous research has examined near-field processes in confluences. Chapter 2 provides an 
overview of existing literature concerning the use of remote sensing to examine the optical 
properties of water bodies and relate optical properties to constituent concentrations of water 
bodies. It also reviews literature on flow and mixing dynamics at confluences. The chapter starts 
by reviewing literature on remote sensing of suspended sediment concentrations in rivers and 
other water bodies. It then describes current understanding of lateral mixing in rivers in the 
context of flow dynamics at different scales, including flow at confluences. Finally, gaps in 
lateral mixing at and downstream of large confluences are presented. 
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Chapter 3 describes methodology for using remote sensing for detection of surficial SSC 
(SSSC) quantitatively. The chapter provides details of the SSSC modeling techniques with 
remote sensing and ground data from USGS stations and proposes a new way to quantify mixing 
at cross section spaced at regular intervals. By investigating spatial pattern of mixing, mixing is 
evaluated for the three case studies. 
Chapter 4 builds on the methodology developed in Chapter 3 by using the technique to 
evaluate relationships between momentum ratio, total flow discharge, width-depth ratio, density 
differences, and channel curvature and mixing rates and length scales at the confluences of two 
of the largest rivers of USA - Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. By evaluating the relationships, 
the study reports influences of the factors on controlling mixing lengths. 
Chapter 5 describes implementation of streamtube method for the determination of 
transverse mixing lengths downstream of a confluence. Streamtube model parameters have been 
calculated and mixing lengths have been determined for eleven cases where complete mixing 
occurred within the study reach. The study evaluates the streamtube model’s predictive 
capability by comparing mixing lengths computed by the streamtube model to observed mixing 
lengths from Chapter 4.  
Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of the research and provides specific findings 
related to the research questions. In addition, the chapter discusses limitations of the 




CHAPTER 2: SUSPENDED SEDIMENT MIXING DOWNSTREAM OF A 
LARGE RIVER CONFLUENCE: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Introduction 
River confluences are nodes in fluvial network where complex hydrodynamic and 
morphodynamic processes take place. Despite considerable research on flow structures and 
sediment transport at confluences, mixing of often contrasting biogeochemical properties, such 
as suspended sediment concentrations, temperature differences, salinities and organic matters, of 
the incoming flows are not yet fully understood. The dynamics of the mixing processes 
determine water quality downstream of the confluence, therefore understanding of these 
dynamics is important not only for humans, but also for aquatic ecosystems. Understanding of 
the mixing processes that influence the spatial distribution of water quality downstream of 
confluences is important for effective water resource management. The purpose of this chapter is 
to provide extant literature review on topics that are relevant to the objectives of research 
provided in chapter 1. These topics include applications of remote sensing in inland waters, semi 
theoretical analysis of lateral mixing in rivers, flow dynamics at river confluences, and lateral 
mixing at and downstream of confluences. 
2.2 Remote sensing of inland waters  
 Inland waters not only provide resources for human uses, but they also support high 
biodiversity by providing diverse habitat and ecosystem services (Brönmark and Hansson, 2002; 
Duker and Borre, 2001). Pollutions like nutrients and organic and inorganic matter pose a threat 
to these ecosystems (Palmer et al., 2015). Over the past few years, the effects of land use and 
climate change on water resources have been widely recognized and attentions have been paid to 
the monitoring and management of these resources. Traditionally, inland water quality has been 
assessed using in situ data collection procedures which have very limited spatial and temporal 
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coverage. Additionally, field data collection requires considerable funding that may not be 
available for some of the water bodies, especially in developing countries. Therefore, only few of 
these water bodies are being monitored regularly around the world.  
Satellite remote sensing, with synoptic coverage and consistency of temporal data, offers 
significant advantages over traditional methods by providing adequate information on water 
quality that can be utilized for the regions where conventional monitoring is limited or non-
existent (Navalgund et al., 2007). Although, inland waters are optically complex (Morel and 
Prieur, 1977) and present a challenge due to the changing concentrations of water constituents 
like phytoplankton, colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), and triptons over short distances, 
recent advances in computer technologies and satellite instruments have greatly increased 
number of successful applications of remote sensing for water bodies, allowing near real-time 
monitoring of water quality at inland waters (Matthews, 2011; Odermatt et al., 2012).  
Water quality parameters like SSSC can be derived quantitatively from remotely sensed 
imagery through an empirical approach that relates water quality parameters directly to spectral 
properties using various statistical techniques. Many studies have demonstrated the ability to link 
water quality parameters to their spectral responses observed at space-borne sensors (e.g. Dekker 
et al., 2002; Matthews, 2011; Odermatt et al., 2012). Multispectral sensors including Landsat 5, 
are mainly intended for terrestrial applications and have fewer broad bands with limited spectral 
and radiometric resolution that impedes the detection of certain water quality parameters. Yet, 
many studies have successfully exploited higher spatial resolution of these sensors, relative to the 
resolution of sensors specifically designed for water applications, for estimation of different 
inland water quality parameters (Chang et al., 2004; Dekker et al., 2001; Doxaran et al., 2006; 
Hellweger et al., 2007; Kutser et al., 2005; Thiemann and Kaufmann, 2000; Vincent et al., 2004). 
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Empirical algorithms are relatively simple in terms of derivation and applications 
compared to the analytical approach. Generally, steps for empirical approaches include; 1) 
acquisition of atmospheric and water quality data simultaneously with the satellite image 
acquisitions, 2) geometric and atmospheric corrections of images to produce surface reflectance, 
3) determination of a statistical relation between the satellite data and water quality parameter of 
interest that leads to development of the empirical algorithm, and lastly, 4) application of the 
algorithm to satellite images to derive estimates of the parameter within the image scene. The 
main advantages of empirical algorithms are their computational simplicity and ease of use. 
Among other water quality parameters such as phytoplankton, colored dissolved organic matter 
CDOM, the focus of this study is only on suspended sediment concentrations, so only remote 
sensing of SSSC is discussed here. 
Suspended sediment concentrations in water can be related to turbidity, secchi disk (SD) 
depth – a special type of round disk which is used to detect depths at which it is no longer visible 
by naked eye and is a measure of water clarity, or total suspended solids (TSS). Turbidity is a 
measure of light beam attenuation through water column or alternatively, a measure of scattering 
of light by particulate matter in the water. Landsat based empirical algorithms have been used 
quite extensively for measuring turbidity in inland water (Brezonik et al., 2005; Kallio et al., 
2008; Lathrop and Lillesand, 1986; Vincent et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006). Algorithms using 
single band or band ratios, most commonly involving red wavelength (band 3 of Landsat 5 TM, 
or simply TM3), have been successful in determining TSS concentrations in the water (Kallio et 
al., 2008). Secchi disk can also be used as proxy for gross particulate matter because remote 
sensing algorithms used for SD depth measurements essentially provide total particulate load 
information (Matthews, 2011). Similar to turbidity, red wavelength is commonly used for SD 
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depth measurements, either as single band or in a band ratio (Cox et al., 1998; Duan et al., 2009; 
Härmä et al., 2001; Hellweger et al., 2007; Kallio et al., 2008; Lathrop, 1992; Lavery et al., 
1993; Wu et al., 2008). For the most part, relation between the red band or red band based 
indices provides a nonlinear relationship between SD to brightness, therefore SD depth is usually 
log transformed for use in regressions. In addition to the red band only, the ratio of red to blue is 
also commonly used, given that blue is largely uncorrelated to SD and serves as a brightness 
normalization factor for the red band. Another variant of red and blue bands is multiple 
regression of the form TM3/TM1 + TM1 which has become a standard because of its 
consistency in successful detection of SD depths (Brezonik et al., 2005; Kloiber et al., 2002; 
Lavery et al., 1993; Olmanson et al., 2008). TSS is a measure of total sediment mass per unit 
volume of water and includes organic and inorganic matters and is related to sediment transport 
and water quality (Dekker et al., 2002). Doxaran et al., (2002) has shown that increasing scatter 
with increasing sediment load in near infrared (NIR) wavelength can be used for high turbid 
waters. Many studies have used regressions of single bands or band ratios to achieve high 
correlations (R2>0.82) (Doxaran et al., 2009, 2006, 2002a; Miller and McKee, 2004; Onderka 
and Pekárová, 2008; Östlund et al., 2001; Sváb et al., 2005; Tyler et al., 2006), however, 
Matthews, (2011) noted that there is still a lack of consensus on the choice of bands or band 
ratios for TSS estimation. For example, Lathrop and Lillesand, (1989) used red and NIR bands 
for high sediment concentrations, Dekker et al., (2002) found that average of green (TM2) and 
red bands (TM3) had exponential relationship with TSS, and Doxaran et al., (2009, 2006, 2002b) 
showed robust relation between NIR-to-red and NIR-to-green ratios with the TSS. 
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2.3 Lateral mixing in rivers 
Mixing in rivers is a natural physical process which is responsible for the transportation 
and dispersion of tracers/pollutants laterally and longitudinally. Significant research conducted 
during 1960s and 1970s has provided basis for development of semitheoretical models capable 
of predicting mixing lengths (Lz) downstream of the tracer injection point and has contributed to 
well understanding of lateral mixing processes (Elhadi et al., 1984; Fischer et al., 1979; 
Rutherford, 1994). Recently, many studies have focused on lateral mixing in natural rivers at 
different scales (Boxall and Guymer, 2003; Lane et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2006; Zhang and Zhu, 
2011). Accuracy of mixing calculations depends on the accuracy of measurements of flow 
characteristics, channel bathymetry, banks and planform geometry, and the slope of the channel. 
Dispersion rates are most commonly calculated by injecting nontoxic tracers such as Rhodamine 
WT into the channel and measuring tracer concentrations downstream of the source. For water 
quality problems, tracers in effluents can also be used for the same purpose. Tracers are usually 
sampled from a boat by surveying strategically selected transects such that enough data are 
collected for the calculations of average concentrations at each location. The average in mixing 
problems is usually an ensemble mean where data from identical tests are averaged. Therefore, 
the calculation of the transverse dispersion coefficient requires traversing the same transect many 
times so that the results can be averaged. On the other hand, longitudinal dispersion coefficient 
calculations require sampling long reaches to measure concentration changes. 
When a tracer is added to a flowing water body, it is subjected to two fundamental 
processes; advection and diffusion. Advection of fluid is the mass transport due to the motion of 
the fluid while the diffusion occurs due to the random movements of molecules and turbulent 
eddies. Diffusion in natural rivers occurs in two ways; molecular diffusion and turbulent 
diffusion. Molecular diffusion occurs due to the random movements of molecules and is 
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independent of the flow conditions. It only depends on the properties of solvent and solute and 
has a typical constant value of 10-9m2s-1. Molecular diffusion can be described by Fick’s law. 
Fick, (1855) hypothesized that mass of a solute passing through a unit area per unit time in a 
given direction is proportional to the solute concentration gradient in that direction. One 
dimensional form of Fick’s law can be written in mathematical form as; 
                                                        𝑞𝑚 = −𝑒𝑡
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑥
                                                                     (2.1) 
where 𝑞𝑚 is the fluid mass flux, C is the mass concentration of solute and 𝑒𝑡 is the constant of 
proportionality with units (length)2/time and is called diffusion coefficient. The negative sign 
indicates that flow is from high to low concentration. In natural rivers, turbulence significantly 
enhances the diffusion process and hence mixing. Turbulent eddies deform the tracer cloud 
resulting in increased local concentration gradients, which according to Fick’s law are a main 
factor promoting molecular diffusion. Tracer particles from a same point source may follow 
totally different and highly irregular paths in turbulent flows. Turbulent diffusion (k) is a 
function of flow and varies with varying velocities due to the turbulence in the flow. Molecular 
diffusion and diffusion due to the turbulent eddies are collectively called turbulent diffusion. 
Turbulent diffusion coefficients (typically 10-3m2s-1) are much larger than molecular diffusion 
coefficients (typically 10-9m2s-1). 
2.3.1 Constant coefficient model 
For a conservative tracer with a steady source in a straight channel, longitudinal 
dispersion term can be neglected from three-dimensional advection/diffusion equation, and 
assuming the tracer is vertically well mixed, the analysis of the equation becomes two 
dimensional (Rutherford, 1994). In this case, depth averaged transverse (z) velocity is zero, and 
the mean flow depth and flow velocities in the downstream (x) directions as well as transverse 
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dispersion coefficient (𝑘𝑧) are constant. Therefore, complete advection/diffusion equation can be 
rewritten as follows: 






                                                                       (2.2) 
Equation (2.2) is called constant coefficient model of transverse mixing. As the 
transverse tracer flux at both banks is zero and 𝑘𝑧 is constant, 
𝜕𝑐
𝜕𝑧
= 0 for z= 0 and z = b. The 
solution of the equation (2.2) is given by Fischer et al., (1979) for this case as: 




                                                                        (2.3) 
Where 𝑢𝑥 is longitudinal velocity (assumed constant for constant coefficient model), b is the 
channel width and 𝐿𝑧 is the distance at which a tracer is completely mixed across the channel 




The constant β depends on 𝑃𝑚 and the source location. For 𝑃𝑚 = 0.98, β=0.536 for a bankside 
outfall and 0. 134 for a mid-channel source (Rutherford, 1994). Equation (2.3) can be re arranged 
as; 




                                                                      (2.4) 
 Equation (2.4) indicates that concentration gradients in transverse direction decrease 
monotonically before vanishing asymptotically, in the absence of strong near-field effects. For a 
source in mid-channel, a distance of 100-300 channel widths are required to achieve complete 
lateral mixing. The confluence of two similar size rivers can be considered a mid-channel source 
and hence it can be expected that complete lateral mixing downstream of confluences will 
happen over 10s to 100s of kilometers of large rivers. This inference is consistent with most 
empirical research on mixing downstream of confluences in large rivers where the two flows 
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remain unmixed for hundreds of channel widths downstream of the confluence (Bouchez et al., 
2010; Kabeya et al., 2008; Krouse and Mackay, 1971; Laraque et al., 2009; Mackay, 1970; 
Matsui et al., 1976; Rathbun and Rostad, 2004; Stallard, 1987). However, recent work has shown 
that rapid mixing can occur at large river confluences if local conditions within the confluence 
promote strong near-field mixing (Lane et al., 2008), but that these conditions may be specific to 
particular hydrological relations between the tributaries and that slow mixing also occurs at the 
same confluence. 
 The constant coefficient model has been used mostly only to get a rudimentary estimate 
of mixing because it is too simplified to be useful for most real-world cases. It assumes that the 
flow is completely uniform, and velocity and the transverse dispersion coefficients do not change 
laterally and longitudinally. Besides the shortcomings, equation (2.4) allows us to determine 𝑘𝑧 
for the visually observed mixing length albeit with some uncertainty. 
2.3.2 Streamtube method 
 Natural rivers are irregular features where bathymetric irregularities cause non-zero depth 
averaged transverse velocity resulting in transverse dispersion of tracer cloud. The most famous 
of all models is the streamtube model developed by Yotsukura and Sayre, (1976) for non-
uniform channels. This method requires measurements of cumulative flow distribution at each 
transect which can be obtained by using ADCP. For a steady tracer source in steady river flow, 
the rate of change of tracer and longitudinal terms from conservation of mass equation in 
curvilinear coordinates can be dropped and the equation is reduced to 










)                                                  (2.5) 
 where α and β are coordinates in curvilinear system and are parallel and orthogonal to the 
mean depth average longitudinal velocity respectively, q is the cumulative discharge, h is the 
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local flow depth, mα is a metric coefficient included in equation to account for channel curvature 
(1.0 for straight channel, while 0.8-1.2 for meandering channels), uα is the local depth averaged 
longitudinal velocity, and kβ is local transverse dispersion coefficient. The product of different 
terms in equation (2.5) 
                                                         𝐷(𝛼, 𝑞) = 𝑚𝛼ℎ
2𝑢𝛼𝑘𝛽                                                     (2.6) 
is called factor of diffusion and has units m5s-2.  Lau and Krishnappan, (1981) found that the 
variation in D across the channel was smaller than the variations in D along the channel. Based 
on this finding, the streamtube model can be simplified by assuming that D is constant across the 
channel. At a location within a channel, curvilinear coordinates α and β can be aligned with 
Cartesian coordinate x and z, with x pointing along the channel and z across the channel. 
Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as 
                                                                𝐷 = 𝜓𝐻2𝑉𝑥𝑘𝑧                                                             (2.7) 
 where H is the mean flow depth and Vx is the mean flow velocity and ψ is a 
dimensionless shape factor whose value ranges between 1.0 and 3.6 (Beltaos, 1980; Sayre, 
1979). Several studies have concluded that D can also be treated as constant along the channel 
(Holly, 1985; Sayre, 1979; Yotsukura and Cobb, 1972), which yields the simplified streamtube 
model 






                                                                (2.8) 
 As the transverse tracer flux at both banks is zero and D is constant, 
∂c
∂q
= 0 for q = 0 and 
q = Q. Sinuosity and irregularities in the bathymetry of natural rivers means that the value of 
shape factor ψ changes over distance and therefore it is recommended that D be estimated at 
multiple locations within a river to calculate a reach averaged value of D: 
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∆𝑥𝑖                                                           (2.9) 
 where L is the total reach length, N is the total number of reach segments, and Di and  ∆xi 
are factor of diffusion and length of the subsection respectively. Similar to equation (2.4), the 
streamtube method can also be used to estimate mixing length. For center discharge to achieve 
98% mixing 
                                                            𝐿𝑧 = 0.536
𝑄2
𝐷
                                                             (2.10) 
 The biggest advantage of streamtube model is that it does not require measurements of 
transverse velocity vβ and yet accounts for the transverse movement of water. The simplified 
form of streamtube model, which assumes that the factor of diffusion remains constant across the 
channel, provides a useful tool for preliminary estimations of tracer concentrations in irregular 
rivers. However, application of the model based on the assumption of constant diffusion 
overestimates transverse mixing rates for tracers released close to the bank. 
2.3.3 Uniform flow method 
 Another field method to calculate transverse diffusion coefficient is determining the rate 
of change of spatial variance of tracer concentrations with time. 






2)                                                          (2.11) 
 Equation (2.11) requires that the channel must be uniform, the tracer source should be 
steady, and the tracer should not impinge on the banks. Another important requirement is that the 
tracer dispersion must obey Fick’s law. With these conditions, plume velocity does not change 
and the variance in the transverse direction increases linearly with time. Equation 2.11 can 
therefore be written in the finite difference form 
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)                                           (2.12) 
 Where ux is the longitudinal velocity and is constant and variance σz
2 can be estimated by 
the relation; 





2                                                  (2.13) 
 where z0.84 and z0.16 are the transverse distances where tracer concentrations are 0.84 
and 0.16 respectively. A major limitation of the uniform flow method, other than the strict 
requirements discussed above, is the requirement of measuring tracer concentrations over entire 
transect.  Concentration measurements near the edges of the plume are very difficult to obtain as 
the tracer concentrations are small and may not be detected with field instruments.  
2.4 Flow structure at confluence 
Confluences are important features of all drainage basins not only due to their role in 
shaping river morphology but also in computation of flood routing as well as dispersal of 
pollutants. Confluences are divided into two broad types; symmetric confluences (‘Y’ shaped) 
and asymmetric confluences (‘y’ shaped) based on their planform geometry. The confluence 
hydrodynamic zone (CHZ) is a zone within vicinity of confluence where hydrodynamic 
conditions are affected by interaction of converging flows (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995). The 
CHZ has the following distinct zones (Figure 2.1); (1) a zone of relative flow stagnation at 
upstream junction corner, (2) flow deflection zone at the entrance of each stream, (3) flow 
separation zone/s below the downstream junction corner, (4) flow acceleration zone where 
velocity is maximum, (5) a zone of flow recovery, (6) and a shear layer – a zone of elevated 
levels of turbulence that develops due to transverse velocity gradient between converging flows 
(Best, 1988). The mixing interface – defined by lateral gradient in conservative property, 
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coincides with the shear layer within CHZ, but may not be identical to the shear layer as it can 
persist for long distances downstream of the confluence, well beyond the downstream limits of 
increased turbulence associated with fluid shear (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008). The position, 
spatial extent, and the nature of the flow within these zones are controlled predominantly by 
planform symmetry (θ2/θ1: ratio of angles between each channel’s centerline and receiving 
channel’s centerline), junction angles (orientations of incoming flows), momentum ratios (𝑀𝑟 =
𝜌𝑡𝑄𝑡𝑈𝑡
𝜌𝑚𝑄𝑚𝑈𝑚
), where subscripts t and m are for tributary and main channel respectively), and bed 
morphology (concordance/ discordance; i.e. whether flows meet at same bed height or different) 
(Best, 1987; Mosley, 1976; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).  
 
Figure 2.1: Major zones within the CHZ, (A) Symmetrical confluence, (B) Asymmetrical confluence 
Flow stagnation zone is a zone at the upstream junction corner. This zone is created as a 
result of mutual deflection of flows downstream of this zone (Best, 1987). Flow velocities and 
shear stresses are low in this zone therefore fine sediments can be deposited here which may 
result in a bar formation. In case of asymmetric confluences, with any increase in discharge ratio 
or junction angle, the deflection of flows increases, increasing the size of the stagnation zone. 
Downstream of the stagnation zone, the shear layer, or mixing interfaces forms between the two 
confluent flows where significant flow turbulence and vortices entrain sediment and scour the 
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bed. The shear layer is marked by large scale coherent turbulent structures. When two flows 
meet at confluence, both flows are mutually deflected and curve to align with the orientation of 
the receiving channel. Turning of flows can produce the same effect as curvature in meandering 
rivers. Super elevated flow at the mixing interface produces a second force, pressure gradient in 
the opposite direction. This force is weak compared to centrifugal force where velocities are 
higher (at surface) and strong where velocities are lower (near the bed). Centrifugal force directs 
water at the surface towards the outer bank while the pressure gradient force directs flow towards 
the inner bend creating a spiraling pattern of fluid motion. This pattern of flow in combination 
with dominant downstream flow generates a helical cell.  
Another major feature at a confluence is separation zone which forms at the downstream 
junction corner if the tributary joins at sufficient angle with fast enough flow to detach from the 
bank (Best and Reid, 1984; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). Flow separation zone constricts the 
post confluence channel width. Like the stagnation zone, the size of separation zone is also a 
function of discharge ratios and junction angles. The width of this zone increases in proportion to 
the discharge ratio and junction angle. Flow at this zone is recirculating with velocities usually 
only a fraction of those characterizing the adjacent freestream flow.  This flow recirculation 
promotes deposition of finer particle from suspension. Upstream-directed ripples may also be 
found in this region when flow recirculation is strong. This zone is a region of low water surface 
elevation and low fluid pressure. Separation zone bars are most clearly present in small channel 
confluences, but they may be absent in large river confluences.  
Downstream of the separation zone, flow accelerates creating the zone of maximum 
downstream velocity. Sediment transport accelerates in response to higher velocities and hence 
scour of the bed often occurs in the flow acceleration zone. Acceleration occurs in response to 
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narrowing of channel width compared to the combined widths of the individual upstream 
channels and to the development of flow recirculation. Farther downstream flow recovers as the 
influence of the confluence on flow structure diminishes. 
2.5 Lateral mixing at confluences 
Detailed reviews by Fischer et al., (1979) and Rutherford, (1994)on transverse mixing of 
tracers in open channels demonstrates that the lateral mixing in rivers is well understood. A 
tracer released into the river is mixed across the width of the channel by molecular diffusion, 
turbulent diffusion, and advection (Rutherford, 1994). Molecular diffusion, a function of 
concentration gradient, is generally ignored in rivers because of its minimal effect on mixing as 
compared to the turbulent mixing. Turbulent diffusion is a function of flow and varies with 
varying velocities due to the turbulence in the flow. Turbulence in natural rivers deforms the 
tracer cloud, resulting in increased local concentration gradients which according to Fick’s law is 
a main factor in promoting molecular diffusion. Advection of fluid is the mass transport due to 
the motion of the fluid in three dimensions, e.g. secondary currents.  
Flow structure within the CHZ controls the amount of mixing between converging flows, 
which has implications for water quality downstream of the confluence as well as for channel 
change by erosion and deposition. Within the CHZ three factors affect the “near-field” mixing of 
confluent flows:  1) the development of a shear layer between the flows, 2) secondary flows, 
including helical motion, associated with flow curvature and 3) bed discordance, or the effects 
produced by a difference in elevation (i.e. a “step”) between the bed of the lateral tributary and 
the bed of the main channel at the confluence.  
The development of a shear layer between the converging flows is coincident with the 
development of a mixing interface (Best, 1987). The mixing interface and shear layer coincide in 
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the near field regions (CHZ) and can be used interchangeably (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008). 
However, turbulent eddies generated by shear usually exist only within a short distance 
downstream of the confluence. Farther downstream the shear layer disappears, leaving turbulent 
diffusion with the bulk flow as the only dominant mixing process. In the absence of any 
secondary current due to channel curvature, the mixing interface can persist over many hundreds 
of kilometers (Bouchez et al., 2010; Krouse and Mackay, 1971; Laraque et al., 2009; Mackay, 
1970; Rathbun and Rostad, 2004). In this case, the spatial extent of the shear layer is not 
necessarily the same as the spatial extent of the mixing interface (Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 
2001).  
Large-scale secondary circulation, which enhances advective mixing, can arise from flow 
curvature within the CHZ as incoming flows mutually deflect one another and become aligned 
with the orientation of the downstream channel (Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads, Bruce, 1996; 
Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Bed discordance, or 
unequal bed elevations of the tributaries, can also have a strong influence on mixing within the 
CHZ by distorting the shear layer and generating secondary flows (Best and Roy, 1991; Pascale 
Biron et al., 1996; Boyer et al., 2006; De Serres et al., 1999). Bed discordance can increase 
mixing rates 5-10 times above those expected without discordance (Best and Rhoads, 2008; 
Gaudet and Roy, 1995). Both field studies and numerical modeling indicate that these three 
factors strongly affect rates of mixing at small confluences with the two flows often mixing 
completely a few channel widths downstream of the confluence (Biron et al., 2004; Gaudet and 
Roy, 1995; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995). However, channel scale secondary flows and 
significant avalanche faces are often absent or limited in large river confluences (Parsons et al., 
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2007; Szupiany et al., 2007) and hence, secondary flows and bed discordance may not be a 
significant factor in controlling mixing lengths for large confluences. 
Mixing at confluences can be further complicated by the density differences between the 
incoming flows. Density differences due to differences in SSC or temperature of the two flows 
can lead to flow interpenetration in to one another. With strong density contrast, buoyant, less 
dense fluid may spread over the denser fluid across the channel resulting in faster mixing (Lewis 
and Rhoads, 2015a; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rutherford, 1994)s. However, strong density 
differences are not very common in large river confluences.  
Most of the current studies of transverse mixing focus on field studies where data are 
collected at a few (<5) widely spaced cross sections downstream from a small river confluence 
(Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; 
Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001). These studies indicate that mixing occurs within a few channel 
widths downstream of the confluence due either to the effects of bed discordance or to strong 
advective effects associated with helical motion generated by flow curvature. The results of these 
studies are not scalable from small confluences to the large confluences because width increases 
faster than the depth, making width-depth ratio of small confluences much smaller than that of 
large confluences (Lane et al., 2008; Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parsons et al., 2007; Rhoads, 
2006). Channel geometry differences between small and large confluences may influence large 
scale helical motions and the turbulent flow structures, affecting mixing (Rhoads, 2006). Studies 
at large river confluences have received relatively little attention. Even fewer studies have 
examined mixing over a range of flow conditions, so our knowledge of lateral mixing processes 
is not complete. 
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2.6 Summary and relation to conducted research 
The influence of complex 3-D processes within CHZ on lateral mixing at large rivers is 
not fully understood. Although semi-theoretical models and flume and field experiments have 
advanced our understanding of mixing dynamics, these studies cannot be extrapolated beyond 
the hydrological conditions in these investigations. Thus, there is a need for development of a 
method that can yield a wealth of information on length scales and rates of mixing in large river 
systems, thereby improving our understanding of this important water-quality process. Satellite 
remote sensing has the potential to fill the necessary water quality information gap because of its 
capacity to provide wide areal coverage at regular intervals. Many studies have demonstrated the 
capacity of empirical approach in providing reliable information of water constituents for inland 
waters. Chapter 3 develops a method on using remote sensing data to provide new ways of 
studying mixing downstream of large river confluences.  
Chapter 4 makes use of the methodology developed in previous chapter to investigate the 
influence of different potential controlling factors on the mixing lengths. Surficial patterns of 
mixing have been observed within CHZ, 30 channel widths, and 110 km downstream of the 
confluence along with in longitudinal variations in channel widths. Chapter 5 describes a 
methodology to compute mixing lengths using a streamtube model and compares predicted 




CHAPTER 3: USE OF BROAD-BAND SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING TO 
ASSESS MIXING OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DOWNSTREAM OF LARGE 
RIVER CONFLUENCES 
3.1 Introduction 
The transport of suspended sediment and associated nutrients or contaminants within 
river systems plays an important role in watershed processes. These material fluxes influence 
water quality, habitat conditions, biogeochemical cycles, and channel morphodynamics (Beschta 
et al., 1987; Doxaran et al., 2009, 2002a). The transport of suspended sediment within large river 
systems traditionally has been evaluated by obtaining measurements of sediment concentrations 
at gaging stations (Edwards and Glysson, 1999). This approach, while useful, does not permit 
evaluations of spatial variability in SSC within a river system. Such variability is often 
pronounced, especially at and downstream of river confluences.  
Confluences are important sites for mixing within river systems. At these locations, flows 
with potentially different physical and chemical properties converge and begin to mix. Within 
and downstream of a confluence, a mixing interface, defined by an abrupt lateral contrast in 
turbidity, conductivity, or temperature (Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Konsoer and Rhoads, 2013; 
Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008) typically exists between the two 
confluent flows. This interface is visible at the surface if the two flows have a pronounced 
contrast in turbidity. The mixing interface can either dissipate over a short distance downstream 
of the confluence if the two flows mix rapidly (Lane et al., 2008) or persist for long distances 
downstream of the confluence if the two flows mix slowly (Bouchez et al., 2010; Mackay, 1970). 
The efficacy of transverse-mixing processes largely determines the quality of water downstream 
of a confluence.  
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Mixing of suspended sediment downstream of confluences has not been extensively 
studied.  Past work investigating this issue in small streams has relied on manual collection of 
samples using a depth-integrated sampler (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995). Such an approach is 
time-consuming and only suitable for wadeable streams. In large rivers, suspended sediment 
concentrations are typically measured using heavy reel-mounted samplers deployed from a 
bridge, cableway, or boat (Diplas et al., 2008; Edwards and Glysson, 1999). Access to 
confluences is limited, particularly when measurements are obtained from bridges, as is most 
often the case. More recently, acoustic methods have been used to estimate suspended sediment 
concentrations in rivers (Guerrero et al., 2016; Szupiany et al., 2012). All such methods perform 
well for determining the distribution of suspended sediments within individual cross sections at a 
particular time. However, the capacity of such methods to characterize spatial and temporal 
variations of SSCs over long distances is limited. Patterns of mixing downstream of confluences 
can occur over varying lengths from a few channel widths to lengths as long as several hundred 
channel widths depending on different controlling factors. To characterize these patterns, new 
methods are needed that can provide detailed information on the spatial distribution of SSCs at 
large temporal and spatial scales. Such observations are crucial for understanding the dynamics 
of mixing downstream of confluences in large river systems.  
An alternative method for evaluating water quality conditions at and downstream of 
confluences is to use remote sensing techniques. Satellite remote sensing, with synoptic coverage 
and consistency of temporal data, provides an ideal platform with which to study processes at 
large spatial and temporal scales. The estimation of SSSCs from remotely sensed imagery can be 
realized through an empirical approach that relates water quality parameters directly to spectral 
properties using various empirical modeling techniques. Many studies have linked turbidity and 
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SSSCs in lakes or estuaries to spectral indices (Cox et al., 1998; Dekker et al., 2002; Duan et al., 
2009; Hellweger et al., 2004; Kallio et al., 2008; Kloiber et al., 2002; Lathrop, 1992; Lavery et 
al., 1993; Odermatt et al., 2012; Olmanson et al., 2008; Pattiaratchi et al., 1994; Wu et al., 2008). 
However, past studies are limited to specific ranges of SSSCs found within a particular water 
body, which may not work well for rivers where concentrations can vary substantially both 
spatially and temporally. 
Thus far, few studies have used remote sensing to explore SSSCs in inland rivers 
(Matthews, 2011), mostly because of complexities associated with substantial variability in 
concentrations; the constrained spectral, spatial, and radiometric resolution of sensors for 
relatively narrow linear features like rivers; and inherent optical properties (IOPs) of SSSCs 
(Hestir et al., 2015; Lymburner et al., 2016; Odermatt et al., 2012). Recent work has shown that 
SSSCs in rivers can be detected at relatively high levels of accuracy based on empirical models 
that incorporate data from broadband sensors like Landsat (Matthews, 2011), but the challenge is 
to develop a model that can estimate SSSC equally well over a wide range of concentrations.  
The goal of this chapter is to present a method based on multispectral remote sensing 
imagery for characterizing in detail spatial patterns of SSSCs in large rivers and to illustrate how 
the method can be used to assess surficial lateral mixing of suspended sediment at and 
downstream of large river confluences. The method yields a wealth of information on length 
scales and rates of surficial mixing in large river systems, allowing spatial variation in mixing to 
be examined at an unprecedented level of detail, thereby improving our understanding of this 
important water-quality process. 
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3.2 Study area 
To develop the methodology for analyzing mixing at and downstream of large river 
confluences using remote sensing, a reach beginning at the confluence of the Mississippi and 
Missouri Rivers and extending 110 km downstream was selected for analysis (Figure 3.1). The 
watershed of the Mississippi River basin upstream of the confluence of the Mississippi and 
Missouri rivers drains an area of about 1,800,000 km2 with the drainage area of the Mississippi 
River equal to 500,000 km2 and the drainage area of the Missouri River equal to 1,300,000 km2. 
Although the Missouri River has a substantially larger drainage area than the Mississippi River, 
its mean annual discharge at the confluence is substantially less than that of the upper 
Mississippi River. However, the mean SSSC of the Missouri River (395mg/l) is over twice as 
large as the mean SSSC of the Mississippi River (140mg/l) (Table 3.1).  
Table 3.1: Physical and hydrological characteristics of Mississippi and Missouri Rivers upstream of the 
confluence (Carlston, 1969). 
Both the Mississippi and Missouri rivers have been subjected to extensive anthropogenic 
modifications over the past 150 years for purposes of flood control and commercial navigation. 
Alterations include, but are not limited to, impoundments, construction of levees, deepening of 
the channel, and construction of lock and dams. These modifications, along with major changes 
in conservation practices in the watersheds of these rivers, have generally produced declines in 
the suspended sediment loads of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers since 1950 (Heimann et al. 
2011). 




Slope Length (km) 
Mississippi River 3,600 140 0.000086 1,700 




Figure 3.1: Confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers at Illinois-Missouri border. Locations of 
USGS stations upstream and downstream of the confluence are shown along with station numbers 
3.3 Methodology 
The methodology for examining mixing downstream of river confluences involves 
development of an empirical model for predicting SSSC concentrations of each river pixel in a 
remotely sensed image and development of a model for spatially averaging the SSSC data based 
on geographical and geometrical characterization of the river channel (Figure 3.2). SSSC 
modeling focuses on the use of satellite imagery and Random Forest (RF) analysis to develop an 
empirical model for predicting SSSCs from spectral information. Spatial averaging focuses on 
spatial representation of the river system along the path of the river for the purpose of 
determining spatial variation in SSSCs over discrete segments of the river system. The 
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combination of these two methodological components leads to estimates of an index of mixing, 
which can be mapped over the entire reach of the river downstream of the confluence.  
 
Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the methodology. 
3.3.1 Development of an empirical model of surficial SSC 
3.3.1.1 Image data  
Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery of the study reach collected between 1985 
and 2011 were used as input data for development of a model to estimate values of SSSC.  
Landsat 5 was selected because of its extensive historical availability, a spatial resolution 
conducive to mapping large rivers (30m ground sample distance), and sufficient spectral 
information for performing SSSC mapping (Matthews, 2011). The imagery was calibrated to 
surface reflectance using the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System 
(Masek et al., 2013). Only 100% cloud free imagery was used in model development, resulting 
in an input dataset of 143 images over 26 years. 
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3.3.1.2 Discharge and suspended sediment data   
Data on discharge and suspended sediment concentrations in the Mississippi River and 
Missouri River were obtained from U.S. Geological Survey river gaging stations located within 
the study reach (Figure 3.1). The discharge data provide information on the relative strength of 
the flows at the confluence and the SSC data are required to calibrate and test the predictive 
model of SSSC using spectral data from satellite imagery. Daily discharge data are available for 
Mississippi River at Grafton, IL (upstream of the confluence) and at St. Louis, MO (downstream 
of the confluence) for the period 1985 to 2011. The St. Charles station (USGS station 06935965, 
Figure 3.1) on the Missouri River started collecting discharge data in 2000.  
USGS stations that provide SSC data are categorized as either daily or periodic stations, 
defined by the frequency and number of samples collected. USGS SSC data collection 
procedures follow methods described by Edwards & Glysson (1999). For daily stations, vertical 
samples are collected once each day at a single location. Single location data are adjusted on the 
basis of multi-vertical samples collected less frequently at 5 to 10 additional locations across the 
channel using either equal discharge increment (EDI) or equal width increment (EWI) method 
(Edwards and Glysson, 1988). Final computations of SSC are performed using the method 
described by Porterfield (1977). 
Stations on Mississippi River upstream (Grafton, IL) and downstream (St. Louis, MO) of 
the confluence are daily SSC stations where sufficient discharge and SSC data are collected to 
produce reliable daily SSC values. The daily data at St. Louis station are available for the entire 
period of analysis, whereas SSC data were collected at the Mississippi River station (05587450) 
from 1989 to 2011. SSC data are also available for the Missouri River station at St. Charles 
(06935965) for three years beginning in October 2005 (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2: Summary of available SSC data and basic statistics at the three USGS stations within the study 
reach 
3.3.1.3 Channel edge and centerline  
Edges of water of the river digitized for each image in ArcGIS provided the basis for 
masking the images so that only pixels consisting entirely of water were included in boundary 
delineation of the river; pixels that included land or a mixture of water and channel banks were 
excluded from the analysis. Using the right and left edges of water, a centerline along the river 
downstream of the Missouri-Mississippi confluence was created with Planform Statistics Tool 
developed by National Center for Earth-Surface Dynamics (NCED) in University of Minnesota 
(https://repository.nced.umn.edu/browser.php?current=keyword&keyword=5&dataset_id=15). 
The tool uses the right and left edges of water to establish evenly spaced river centerline points at 
user-defined intervals. Centerline vertex locations were saved as text file as well as an ESRI 
shapefile. A MATLAB program, PCS Curvature, developed by Güneralp & Rhoads (2008) was 
used to fit piecewise cubic splines (PCS) to the centerline points to provide a continuous 
representation of the channel centerline.  This program can also determine the coordinates of 
endpoints of cross sections oriented orthogonal to the channel centerline at user-specified 
intervals. In this study, orthogonal cross sections were established at a spacing of 500 m 
beginning at the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers and extending 110 km to the 
downstream end of the study reach.  










26 6720 497 
06935965 




25 882 88 
07010000 




82 3560 421 
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3.3.1.4 Modelling SSSC 
In this study, SSSC was modeled as a function of the non-thermal Landsat bands and 
spectral indices using a Random Forest (“RF”) regression model (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). RF, a 
machine learning algorithm, is relatively insensitive to noise and outliers, and is effective at 
predicting responses for relationships that may be nonlinear or contain interaction effects 
(Breiman, 2001; Cutler et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012). A training and testing 
database was constructed by identifying the pixels for each of the 143 Landsat images that 
correspond to the locations of the three USGS stations with SSC data. If sediment data were 
available for all three gaging stations for the complete set of 143 images, a dataset of n = 429 
would have existed for model development and calibration. Because sediment data were not 
available for all three stations for all images, the total number of cases for model development 
and calibration was n = 271.  For each image acquisition date, the USGS gaging station SSC 
measurement for the same date, if available, was determined, and reflectance values for different 
spectral bands of the pixel at the position of the gaging station were linked to the SSC 
measurement. In addition to the reflectance values, the SSC measurement was also related to a 
set of indices that have been found to be useful in predicting SSSC (Table 3.3).       
 A RF model was developed by randomly selecting half of the dataset (n = 136) as 
training data.  The resulting model consisted of 8,000 trees and had mtry value of 5. The model 
was developed in R using the raster package for working with raster datasets, the spatial.tools 
package for parallel raster processing, and the randomForest package for modeling (Jonathan, 
2014; Liaw and Wiener, 2002; Robert, 2016). The model was tested by applying it to the 
remaining half of the dataset (n = 135), and calculating the root mean square error (RMSE), 
mean absolute error (MAE), Pearson’s R, and percent bias of predicted versus observed values. 
Both the training and test datasets had similar statistical characteristics. The mean SSSC of the 
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training dataset was 219 mg/l with a range of 19 mg/l to 1700 mg/l, whereas the mean SSSC of 
the test dataset was 213 mg/l with a range of 34 mg/l to 1270 mg/l.   
Table 3.3: Spectral indices for water constituent concentrations retrieval from medium resolution 
multispectral sensors 
3.3.2 Spatial averaging of SSSCs and quantification of mixing 
3.3.2.1 Spatial representation of river cross-sections 
Quantification of mixing from the model predicted SSSC rasters involves several steps 
aimed at generating spatially distributed data that can be used to compute spatially averaged 
values of SSSCs downstream of the confluence. The first step involved masking of the image 
data to limit the extent of the analysis to the water pixels within the river channel on all images 
and to store extracted raster pixel values for further analysis (Figure 3.2). The river centerline 
and transects orthogonal to this centerline provide the basis for coordinate transformation from 
geographic coordinates of each pixel (latitude, longitude) to local s (streamwise) and n (cross 





(Green + Red)/2 TSS 0.99 Dekker et al., 2002 
Blue/Red Secchi depth 0.71-0.92 
Kallio et al., 2008; Kloiber et 
al., 2002 
Green/Red TSS 0.88 






David Doxaran, Froidefond, & 





D. Doxaran, Castaing, & 
Lavender, 2006; David Doxaran 
et al., 2003 
Red/Blue + Blue Secchi depth  Kloiber et al., 2002 
Red/Green + NIR TSS 0.93 Lathrop & Lillesand, 1989 
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Kyriakidis, 2007). The centroids of all pixels within the river were assigned s coordinates based 
on arc-length longitudinal distance from the upstream junction corner (s = 0) along the channel 
centerline (s-coordinate) and n coordinates based on the distance along transects orthogonal to 
the channel centerline (n coordinate) (Figure 3.3).  The centerline has an n coordinate of zero; 
values of n to the right of the channel centerline (looking downstream) are positive, whereas 
values of n to the left of the centerline are negative. This coordinate transformation was achieved 
by calculating the Euclidean distance from a pixel to the centerline, which becomes the n 
coordinate of the pixel.   
 
Figure 3.3: Example of s-n coordinate system for spatial averaging and mixing calculations. The shaded 
pixels represent the pixels with different s coordinates but standardized n coordinates that fall within the 
30m interval on the representative cross section (R CS) denoted by the black rectangle. Values of SSSC 




3.3.2.2 Spatial averaging of SSSC   
Spatial averaging is performed to reduce noise in SSSC values produced by spatial 
variations in spectral properties on the river surface associated with local variations in the 
turbidity of turbulent flow at the time the image was acquired.  The area of the river within the 
study reach was divided into 500m long segments based on s-coordinate values such that a 
representative cross section (RCS) lies at the center of each segment (Figure 3.3). For example, if 
an RCS has an s value of 500m, the segment domain includes all locations with s values between 
250m and 750m. This RCS is established to capture the mean characteristics of SSSCs within the 
entire 500 m long segment.   
Each 500m segment region was divided into 10 subsegments, each with a length of 50m 
in the s-direction. For each image date, all SSSC pixels within this subsegment were extracted.  
The n coordinates of each pixel within the subsegments were normalized to the width of the 
RCS: 
                𝑛𝑛  =  𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
′𝑠 𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 × 
𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝐶𝑆
𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 50 𝑚  𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
                      (3.1) 
Thus, if the width of the RCS and a subsegment are the same, the normalized and absolute n 
values of a pixels are identical.  However, where the width of the river is not constant over the 
500m block, the normalized and absolute n values differ. This normalization was performed to 
accommodate changes in width within a segment so that pixels near the bank in a subsegment 
project onto a position near the banks on the RCS. To determine the appropriate lateral position 
of each pixel projected onto the RCS, the RCS was divided laterally into evenly spaced 30 m 
bins. All pixels within the 500m segment with standardized n coordinates that lie within a 
particular 30m bin along the RCS were then determined (Figure 3.3).  The mean of the predicted 
SSSC values for all of these pixels was computed and the average value was assigned to that 
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particular bin along the RCS.  This process was completed for all 500m segments within the 
110km study reach. The spatial averaging procedure produced cross sections spaced at 500 m 
intervals containing mean values of surficial SSSCs at 30m lateral intervals. These mean values 
represent average concentrations of SSSC along the cross sections as derived from SSSC values 
for all individual pixels within 500-meter swaths of the river centered on the cross sections.  
3.3.2.3 Calculation of mixing metric 
Most established indices of river mixing are not useful for determining the magnitude of 
mixing downstream of confluences because these indices do not adequately distinguish between 
mixed and unmixed cases when the initial contrast in tracer values of the confluent flows is low. 
A commonly used index of mixing is (Rutherford, 1994); 
                                                       𝑃𝑚𝑟 =
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                                                               (3.2) 
where 𝑃𝑚𝑟 is mixing ratio and 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 are minimum and maximum values, respectively, 
of a tracer within a river cross section. An alternative metric (Yotsukura & Cobb, 1972) is:  









                                                             (3.3) 
where 𝑃𝑚 is the percent mixing in a cross section, 𝑋 is the local value of a local quantity of 
interest, ?̅?   is the cross-sectionally averaged value of 𝑋 and Q is the total discharge at the cross 
section. Both of these metrics are insensitive to initial differences in magnitudes of 𝑋, the 
quantity being mixed, between two confluent rivers. If two confluent rivers have small initial 
differences in values of X, the values of 𝑃𝑚𝑟 and 𝑃𝑚 will be close to one immediately below the 
confluence, even if the two rivers have not mixed at all (i.e. values of X on one side of the 
mixing interface are consistently different than values of X on the other side of the mixing 
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interface). Ideally, a mixing index for a confluence should be evaluated in relation to the initial 
contrast in characteristics of 𝑋 where the flows initially converge.  
To accommodate shortcomings in previous mixing metrics, we developed a new model: 




























                    (3.4) 
where 𝑃𝑚𝑥 is the percent transverse mixing in a cross section, 𝑋𝑖 is the value of SSSC for a pixel 
in a cross-section downstream of the confluence, ?̅? is the mean value of 𝑋 at the downstream 
cross-section, 𝑛 is the number of pixels in the downstream cross section, 𝑋𝑗𝑢 is the value of 
SSSC for a pixel in the two cross sections upstream of the confluence – one cross section on each 
confluent river, ?̅?𝑢is the mean of the pixels for the two cross sections upstream of the 
confluence, and 𝑚 is the number of pixels in the two cross sections upstream of the confluence. 
The term 






 is the mean initial variability in the upstream tributaries. This 
parameter accommodates the effect of inherent variability in the tracer values at cross sections 
upstream of the confluence. Here X̂1 and X̂2 are the mean values of 𝑋𝑘 in tributaries 1, and 2 
respectively, while 𝑎 and 𝑏 are total number of pixels in each tributary. The value of 𝑃𝑚𝑥 starts 
from 0 at the confluence and increases to a maximum value of 1 for fully mixed flow. However, 
due to the low radiometric resolution of Landsat imagery for water bodies, achieving Pmx = 1 
may not be possible.  Thus, values of Pmx ≥ 0.95 are considered fully mixed. Plots of 𝑃𝑚𝑥 values 
over distance along the downstream channel provide information on spatial variations in the rate 
of mixing.  
Using this index, spatial patterns and rates of transverse mixing of SSSC downstream of 
the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers were calculated using the RF model and 
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the spatial averaging procedure for three test cases. These cases were selected based on 
differences in incoming flow conditions and spatial patterns of mixing downstream from the 
confluence. On March 30, 1998 (Case 1), both rivers had moderate levels of flow, but the 
discharge (Q), momentum flux (M = ρQU, where ρ is density and U is mean streamwise 
velocity) and SSSC in the Missouri River exceeded Q, M, and SSSC in the Mississippi River 
(Table 3.4). On April 24, 1991 (Case 2), Q and M were nearly twice as large in the Mississippi 
River as in the Missouri River, but as on March 30, 1998 SSSC in the Missouri River was nearly 
three times the value in the Mississippi River.  On September 26th, 2001 (Case 3), flows on both 
rivers were relatively low. Although the two rivers have nearly identical discharges, the 
momentum flux (ρQU) on the Missouri River was about four times the value of M on the 
Mississippi River due to the high velocity on the Missouri River.  Again, the Missouri River had 
a much greater SSSC than that of the Mississippi River. 







SSSC (mg/l) SR* 








7957 3681 0.4 8981490 4501370 0.5 300 1010 3.3 
Case 3  
Sept. 26, 
2001 
1670 1900 1.1 459340 1954710 4.2 75 599 7.9 
*QR is the flow discharge ratio, MR is the momentum flux ratio (ρtQtUt/ρmQmUm, where t and m 
stand for tributary and main channel respectively), and SR is SSSC ratio between tributary and 
the main channel.  
3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Accuracy of the SSSC predictions 
 Overall, the RF model predicts values of SSSC reasonably well in the Mississippi and 
Missouri Rivers (Table 3.5, Figure 3.4).  The R value of the fitted model was 0.84. Linear 
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regression analysis between the test SSC data for the gaging stations, which were not used in 
model development, and the corresponding predicted SSSC values for these gaging stations 
shows a strong correlation (R2 = 0.7),  which is comparable to results (R2 = 0.78) reported in a 
previous study aimed at predicting SSSCs from remotely sensed imagery in freshwater systems 
(Olmanson et al., 2008). The predictions have a net bias of -0.7%, underestimating slightly SSCs 
relative to the observed data.  The pattern of bias varies with SSC magnitude.  Predicted values 
of SSSC tend to be overestimated for concentrations < 200 mg/l and underestimated for 
concentrations > 200 mg/l (Figure 3.4). For high observed SSCs (>600 mg/l), variance of the 
SSSC data increases noticeably, a tendency observed with data on SSSCs derived from other 
spaceborne sensors like MODIS (Park and Latrubesse, 2014).  Values of RMSE and MAE 
suggest that SSSC predictions should be interpreted cautiously when contrasts in SSSCs between 
the two rivers are small (< 100 mg/l).  
Table 3.5: Statistical relationship between model predicted and observed SSC values at the USGS 
stations 
The metric %IncMSE, which provides a measure of the importance of each variable 
included in the model, shows that the red to green ratio along with the near-infrared (NIR) and 
red bands are the most effective predictors of SSSC concentrations (Table 3.6). These findings 
are consistent with previous studies where high correlations (> 0.8) between predicted and 
observed data were reported using similar spectral bands and indices (Table 3.3) (Doxaran et al., 
2003; Duan et al., 2009; Onderka and Pekárová, 2008; Wu et al., 2008). 
 
 
Number of pairs RMSE (mg/l) MAE (mg/l) Pearson’s R Percent bias 
136 114.67 68.3 0.84 -0.7 
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Table 3.6: Predictor variables ranked by their importance in the prediction 











Red/Blue + Blue 13.09081 
SWIR-1/Green 12.74095 
Blue/Red + Blue 12.29001 






Figure 3.4: Plot of predicted versus observed SSC at gaging stations upstream (at Grafton) and 
downstream (at St. Louis) of the confluence of the Mississippi River and Missouri River confluence. 
Dashed line represents 1:1 relationship. Solid line is linear regression relation between predicted and 
observed values. 
3.4.2 Patterns of SSSC for three test cases  
Differences in patterns and rates of mixing for the three test cases illustrate the utility of the 
method for capturing spatial and temporal variations in lateral mixing downstream of 
confluences in large rivers.  
3.4.2.1 Case 1: Rapid mixing 
On March 30, 1988, the discharges in both rivers were nearly identical, but the Missouri 
River, with its higher velocities, had about three times the momentum of the Mississippi River 
(Table 3.4). The SSSC of the Missouri River was 543 mg/l, which was more than three times the 
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SSSC of the Mississippi River (174 mg/l). The map of contrast in SSSC indicates that high initial 
SSSC contrast across the channel at the confluence rapidly diminishes within few channel widths 
downstream on this date (Figure 3.5a). This case represents relatively rapid mixing.    
 
Figure 3.5: Maps of predicted surficial SSCs (mg/ l) over an initial 21 km section of the 110km study 
reach downstream of the confluence of Mississippi and Missouri Rivers (note difference in SSSC scales in 
each frame). Images were acquired on (a) March 30, 1988, (b) April 24, 1991, and (c) September 26, 
2001. Mississippi River is on the right side while Missouri River joins in from the left (west). 
Immediately downstream of the confluence (x = 0.5 km) concentrations on the Missouri 
River and Mississippi River sides of the confluence differ dramatically, indicating a lack of 
mixing (Figure 3.6). The pronounced gradient in SSSC between the two sides of the confluence 
marks the location of the mixing interface separating the confluent flows. The value of Pmx at this 
location (0.08) shows that little to no mixing has occurred relative to conditions upstream of the 
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confluence, where, by definition, Pmx = 0. The cross-sectional plots of reach-averaged SSSC 
reveal that the slope of the maximum contrast gradient delimiting the mixing interface remains 
near the center of the channel (nn = 0) and rapidly diminishes downstream (Figure 3.6). Mixing is 
essentially complete (Pmx >= 0.95) 27.5 km downstream from the confluence.  Mixing in this 
case results in a cross-sectional average value of SSSC that is more similar to that of Mississippi 
River upstream of the confluence than the average concentrations of two rivers upstream of the 
confluence. 
 
Figure 3.6: Cross-stream variations in SSSC at different locations along the Mississippi River 
downstream from the confluence with the Missouri River for case 1. Normalized distance is equal to each 
pixel’s N-value/half channel width. Numbers at the top of each panel indicate the distance downstream 
from the confluence in kilometers. Distance from the confluence is shown on the top left corner while the 
computed Pmx values are shown in the bottom right corner of each plot. 
Values of percent mixing for each RCS depict the evolution of mixing downstream of the 
confluence (Figure 3.7). Mixing increases rapidly over the first 6 km in a linear fashion until 
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reaching a peak and then subsequently declines locally. This peak corresponds to a section of the 
river where the channel is relatively wide compared to other locations downstream of the 
confluence (Figure 3.7). At this location the mixing interface remains near the same absolute 
location with respect to the left bank of the river as upstream and downstream, but shifts location 
in position relative to the channel centerline (nn) due to local widening of the channel. Thus, the 
number of pixels on the right (Missouri) side of the mixing interface increases relative to the 
number of pixels on the left (Mississippi) side, resulting in an apparent increase in mixing, i.e. 
the contrast in SSSC relative to conditions upstream of the confluence decreases because the 
percentage of pixels corresponding to flow on the Missouri River side of the MI increases. 
Although this apparent increase in mixing could be accommodated by weighting the contribution 
of each pixel to the Pmx value by the proportion of the total discharge this pixel represents, such 
an approach would require information on the distribution of the discharge across each RCS. Pmx 
values decrease over the next 4 km as the channel narrows back to its width upstream of the 
widened section, leading to an apparent “unmixing” in the plot. Downstream from a distance of 





Figure 3.7: Changes in values of Pmx with distance from the confluence for case 1. Channel width 
variations are shown as histogram. Initial spike in the Pmx corresponds to the maximum channel width. 
3.4.2.2 Case 2: Slow mixing 
On April 24th, 1991, the total discharge at the confluence was relatively large, but the 
discharge of the Mississippi River was more than two times the discharge of the Missouri River, 
resulting in relatively low discharge and momentum ratios (Table 3.4). Despite having a higher 
discharge than the Missouri River, the Mississippi River was far less turbid with a SSSC value of 
300 mg/l, about one-third of the SSSC of the Missouri River (1010 mg/l). As can be seen from 
the map of SSSCs (Figure 3.5), flows from each river remain clearly separated immediately 
downstream from the confluence, eventually mixing much farther downstream. This case 
represents relatively slow mixing. Notable in this case is the cross-channel contrast in SSSC on 
the Mississippi River upstream of the Mississippi River-Missouri River confluence, which 
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reflects the contribution of relatively clear water to the Mississippi River from the Illinois River, 
which joins the Mississippi River about 35km upstream. 
In contrast to the case 1, the SSSC contrast between the two confluent flows remains mostly 
unchanged within initial 30 km downstream of the confluence (Figure 3.8). The gradient in 
SSSC near the center of the channel defining the mixing interface decreases over distance, 
indicating expansion of this interface. Between 40 and 80 km, slow mixing continues to reduce 
the SSSC contrast across the channel to less than half of its initial value. Complete mixing (Pmx 
>= 0.95) is achieved near the end of the study reach at 107 km downstream of the confluence. In 
this case, the cross sectional average SSSC at the location of complete mixing is about 800 mg/l 
– a value intermediate between the initial concentrations of the two rivers, but more similar to 
the SSSC of the Missouri River than to the SSSC of the Mississippi River upstream of the 
confluence. Thus, in contrast to Case 1, the addition of sediment by the Missouri River resulted 
in a substantial increase in the SSSC of the Mississippi River. Overall, the spatial pattern of 
mixing along the reach is characterized by a slow, linear increase in values of Pmx in the 




Figure 3.8: Cross-stream variations in SSSC at different locations along the Mississippi River 
downstream from the confluence with the Missouri River for case 2. Numbers at the top left of each panel 




Figure 3.9: Changes in the values of Pmx with distance from the confluence for case 2. 
3.4.2.3 Case 3: Minor mixing 
On Sept 26, 2001, discharges of both rivers upstream of the confluence were relatively low 
discharges with the discharge of the Mississippi River being slightly less than the discharge of 
the Missouri River discharge (Table 3.4). The higher discharge and velocity in the Missouri 
River compared to the Mississippi River on this date resulted in a high momentum ratio. The 
SSSC of the Missouri River was nearly eight times greater than the SSSC of the Mississippi 
River, being 599 mg/l and 75 mg/l respectively. The two flows generally remain separate in the 
upstream portion of the study reach (Figure 3.5c) and do not mix much downstream over the 




Cross sectional plots of RCS at different locations downstream of the confluence show that 
complete mixing does not occur over the length of the study reach. The value of Pmx at a distance 
of 110 km is only 0.5 and although the total range in concentrations has diminished slightly, a 
strong lateral gradient in SSSC is still evident at this location (Figure 3.10).  
 
Figure 3.10: Cross-stream variations in SSSC at different locations along the Mississippi River 
downstream from the confluence with the Missouri River for case 3. Numbers at the top of each panel 
indicate the distance downstream from the confluence in kilometers. 
The lack of mixing is also evident from the Pmx plot, which exhibits considerable scatter and 
no clear trend over the length of the reach (Figure 3.11).  Values of Pmx lie between 0.125 and 
0.30 over the first 15 km from the confluence and then increase very gradually to values between 
0.25 and 0.5 between 15 km and 75 km. Over the last 35 km of the reach, values increase 
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somewhat systematically from about 0.25 to 0.5, but this trend is disrupted by local increases in 
Pmx above 0.5 locally.  
 
Figure 3.11: Changes in the values of Pmx with distance from the confluence for case 3. 
3.5 Discussion and conclusion 
The availability of medium spatial resolution multispectral satellite imagery over the past few 
decades provides a unique opportunity to understand spatial and temporal variations in mixing in 
river systems. Although past work has indicated that remote sensing is useful for qualitatively 
depicting lateral mixing downstream of  large river confluences (Park and Latrubesse, 2014), the 
research presented in this chapter has developed a method for quantifying the amount of surficial 
mixing. An advantage of the method is that it provides an effective alternative to ground-based 
measurements of mixing in large rivers that are time-consuming and expensive to obtain and can 
only provide information on mixing over a limited spatial and temporal domain. By contrast, 
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remote sensing approach yields maps depicting spatio-temporal heterogeneity in surficial 
suspended sediment concentrations that can be used to characterize lateral mixing at specific 
cross sections along the river and to quantify changes in the magnitude of lateral mixing over 
long distances downstream from a confluence. The availability of remote sensing data for many 
different times also provides a basis for determining how mixing downstream of confluences 
varies over time and with different flow and suspended-sediment conditions.  
 The RF model shows that a robust relationship exists between SSSC and ratios of red and 
green bands, and NIR and green bands. These results confirm the findings reported in literature 
for remote sensing of turbidity or secchi disk depths using broad band sensors (Doxaran et al., 
2006, 2003; Duan et al., 2009) where high correlations were achieved using red/green and 
NIR/green band ratios. The results of model testing as well as application of the model to three 
test cases indicate that, although absolute values of SSSC may in some cases be biased, the 
model can capture spatial patterns that reflect differences in SSSC concentrations between 
confluent flows. The RF model based on Landsat 5 TM data performed reasonably well in 
estimating SSSCs, but overestimated values slightly for cases where SSC < 200 mg/l and 
underestimated suspended sediment concentrations > 200 mg/l. The shift from positive bias in 
the lower concentrations to negative bias for the higher concentrations contributed to the root 
mean square error and mean absolute error of predicted versus observed values. Most observed 
SSCs for the Mississippi River and Missouri River gaging stations are < 400 mg/l (Figure 3.4) 
and the problem of substantial bias for high values of SSC is not a major concern for this 
particular confluence.  Nevertheless, caution should be applied in evaluating mixing when the 
initial SSSC contrast between the two confluent flows is low.   
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Obviously not all of variation in reflectance in the bands used to model SSC is due to 
variation in sediment alone.  Other properties, such as suspended organic solids, undoubtedly 
contribute to variations in reflectance.  Moreover, the RF model is fitted using average spectral 
characteristics for the set of pixels that extends across the river at the locations of gaging stations 
where mean sediment concentrations are reported. The mean concentrations for a cross section of 
the river are based on rating relations between an individual sample collected each day locally 
within the cross section and cross-sectional concentrations.  These relations are not precise and 
can introduce error. The individual samples from which cross-sectional concentrations are 
derived are collected beneath the surface, whereas the spectral information from remote sensing 
represents conditions at the surface. The specific time of day at which the individual sample is 
collected usually will not coincide with the time of day the sensor obtained the image. Noticeable 
local spatial variation in reflectance related to turbulence at the river surface was evident in the 
images, which will introduce variability into surface values of reflectance obtained at specific 
times. All of these factors complicate the effort to model with a high degree of accuracy the 
relation between spectral information derived from remotely sensed imagery and reported 
suspended sediment concentrations in rivers.   
Despite these concerns, application of the method to three test cases with different 
characteristics of flow and sediment concentration at the confluence of the Missouri and 
Mississippi Rivers demonstrates that satellite remote sensing can provide an effective tool for 
characterizing lateral mixing of suspended sediment downstream of confluences within large 
river systems. The test cases reveal substantial differences in amounts and spatial patterns of 
surficial mixing for different flow events. In the cases of rapid and minor mixing, both have 
similar discharge ratios and momentum ratios, but mixing was completed within 28 km in one 
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case while the two rivers remained relatively unmixed for 110 km in other. The only major 
difference is the initial SSSC difference between the two flows. In the minor mixing case, the 
initial SSSC difference is much greater than in the rapid mixing case and in the slow mixing 
case.  Thus, for the three contrasting cases examined in this study, no clear relationship is evident 
between characteristics of flow and sediment at the confluence and downstream patterns and 
rates of lateral mixing.  Relationships between controlling factors (discharge ratio, momentum 
flux ratio, sediment concentration ratio, total discharge) and mixing may not be apparent in only 
three cases.  Further analysis using a large number of cases is needed to determine whether 
variations in incoming flow and sediment characteristics at large river confluences are strongly 
related to patterns and rates of downstream mixing.  Moreover, the analysis using remote sensing 
data is limited to the surficial patterns of mixing only and does not take into account mixing 
beneath the surface of the flow.  Mixing can be strongly influenced by secondary flows in the 
immediate vicinity of the confluence that can result in subsurface interpenetration of one flow 
into the other (Lewis and Rhoads, 2015b; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). Density effects, 
induced by large differences in temperature or sediment concentrations of confluent flows, can 
also produce horizontal stratification of flows downstream of confluences that may result in 
misleading interpretations of mixing based on surface information only (Laraque et al., 2009; 
Ramõn et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the remote-sensing method developed herein provides 
detailed spatial information that can be used to provide primary assessments of mixing 
downstream of confluences in large river systems.  Additionally, by combining the method with 
field investigations, the relation between surficial patterns of mixing at and downstream of 




CHAPTER 4: ASSESSMENT OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT MIXING 
DOWNSTREAM OF A LARGE RIVER CONFLUENCE 
4.1 Introduction 
Confluences are integral part of drainage networks where flows from two rivers converge 
(Benda et al., 2004; Osawa et al., 2011; Paola, 1997). A mixing interface between the two 
convergent flows, often with different biogeochemical characteristics, can usually be identified 
visually based on contrasts in visible properties of the flow (e.g. turbidity, color) (Roy et al., 
1999). This contrast between confluent flows can persist far downstream of the confluence 
(Mackay, 1970) or it can diminish within short distance downstream of the confluence (Lane et 
al., 2008), depending on the hydrologic conditions and the dominant processes involved. The 
dynamics of transverse-mixing processes largely determine the quality of water downstream 
from these locations. Because large rivers serve as important sources of water for humans and 
habitat for aquatic organisms, an improved understanding of mixing in these rivers will benefit 
society and the environment.  
Although a significant amount of research has been carried out over the past three 
decades in order to understand flow structures at river confluences including field investigation 
at small stream confluences (Ashmore et al., 1992; Biron et al., 1993; Boyer et al., 2006; De 
Serres et al., 1999; McLelland et al., 1996; Rhoads, Bruce, 1996; Rhoads et al., 2009; Rhoads 
and Kenworthy, 1998, 1995, Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008, 2004, 2001), laboratory flume 
experiments (Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1988, 1987; Best and Reid, 1984; Best and Roy, 
1991; P. Biron et al., 1996; Pascale Biron et al., 1996; Mosley, 1976), and numerical models for 
confluence dynamics (Biron et al., 2004; Bradbrook et al., 2001, 2000, Constantinescu et al., 
2016, 2012, 2011), only few studies (Bouchez et al., 2011; Lane et al., 2008; Laraque et al., 
2009; Mackay, 1970; Park and Latrubesse, 2014; Parsons et al., 2008, 2007, Szupiany et al., 
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2007, 2009) have examined the dynamics of mixing downstream of confluences in large river 
systems. Detailed investigations of mixing at large river confluences are more limited than those 
for small confluences and the influence of tributary contributions on spatial patterns of water 
quality in large river systems is largely poorly understood.  
Most empirical research on mixing downstream of confluences in large rivers has 
highlighted the long length scales and slow rates of mixing in these systems (Bouchez et al., 
2010; Kabeya et al., 2008; Krouse and Mackay, 1971; Laraque et al., 2009; Mackay, 1970; 
Matsui et al., 1976; Rathbun and Rostad, 2004; Stallard, 1987). In many of these cases, the two 
flows do not mix for hundreds of kilometers downstream of the confluence. For the most part 
these findings are consistent with semi-theoretical considerations, which indicate that the length 
scale of complete mixing of two rivers (𝐿𝑥), in the absence of strong near-field effects, should 
scale with width of the channel: 






                                                                       (4.1) 
where U is the reach-averaged mean velocity, b is the width of the river, α is a 
proportionality constant (typically ranging from 0.1 for source at the bank to 0.5 to a source at 
mid channel), and 𝑘𝑧 is the transverse dispersion coefficient (Fischer et al., 1979; Rutherford, 
1994). The mean value of 
𝑘𝑧
𝑈𝑏
 calculated from data for meandering rivers (Rutherford, 1994, 
Table 3.2) is 0.00057, which yields a mean mixing length of 235 channel widths for tributary 
mixing treated as a centerline discharge (reasonable if both confluent rivers are roughly the same 
width) and 935 channel widths for tributary mixing treated as a side discharge (reasonable if a 
small tributary enters a large main river). Recent work has shown that rapid mixing can occur at 
large river confluences if local conditions within the confluence promote strong near-field 
mixing (Lane et al., 2008), but that these conditions may be specific to particular hydrological 
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relations between the tributaries and that slow mixing also occurs at the same confluence. The 
same study emphasizes in a qualitative manner the value of remotely-sensed imagery for 
documenting patterns of surficial transverse mixing downstream of large river confluences, but 
does not attempt to develop an analytic method for evaluating mixing from such imagery. 
Therefore, development of such a method is required that will yield a wealth of information on 
length scales and rates of mixing in large river systems, thereby improving our understanding of 
this important water-quality process.  
Satellite remote sensing, with synoptic coverage and consistency of temporal data, 
provides an ideal platform with which to study processes at large scales. The estimation of water 
quality parameters from remote sensing imagery, including SSC, can be realized through two 
basic approaches: 1) empirical estimation of the water quality parameter using in situ data 
combined with spectral data from the imagery, and 2) inverse modeling using a radiative transfer 
model. Inverse modeling using radiative transfer models, while successful in some applications, 
requires significant calibration through the measurement of a water body’s inherent optical 
properties (IOP), and precise atmospheric correction (IOCCG, 2006). The empirical approach, 
by contrast, relates water quality parameters directly to spectral properties (typically band values 
or band ratios) using various empirical modeling techniques. SSCs have been found to be 
detectable at relatively high levels of accuracy using broadband sensors and empirical models 
(Matthews, 2011). Utilizing the new advanced atmospheric correction algorithm, LEDAPS 
(USGS) for Landsat images, it is now possible to develop accurate models of SSC in natural 
rivers that provide the basis for evaluating patterns of surficial transverse mixing downstream of 
large river confluences.  
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This chapter uses a remote sensing technique to examine rates and length scales of 
mixing at a large river confluence. Surficial SSCs are estimated for 110 km river reach 
downstream of the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers with a calibrated model 
using the Landsat temporal images from 1985 – 2011. The goal is to use the calibrated method to 
evaluate rates and length scales of transverse surface mixing downstream of the confluence and 
to relate these rates and length scales to factors that might influence mixing, such as momentum 
ratio, discharge ratio, SSSC ratio, and width-depth ratio.   Rates and lengths scales are also 
related to values reported previously in the literature for large rivers. This research provides 
substantial insight into transverse mixing downstream of large river confluences– an important 
water-quality process that is not well understood.  
4.2 Study area 
The confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers is chosen for the site for this study 
because of the availability both of medium resolution satellite remote sensing data and historic 
data on discharge and SSC from US Geological Survey gaging stations upstream and 
downstream of the confluence. The confluence planform is asymmetric with Missouri River 
joining the Mississippi River from the west at an angle of about 75° (Figure 3.1).   
SSC characteristics of the Mississippi River have been changed significantly over the 
past 150 years because of extensive anthropogenic modifications throughout the watershed, 
including the construction of lock and dams, which has resulted in declines in suspended 
sediment loads (Heimann et al., 2011). The Missouri River on the other hand is relatively less 
managed and usually contributes more sediment to the confluence than the Mississippi River 
most of the time (Table 3.1).  
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4.3 Dimensional analysis of mixing in rivers 
Lateral mixing in rivers can be measured in terms of the longitudinal distance (Lx) 
downstream of the location where mixing is initiated to the location where complete mixing 
occurs. This distance can be expressed by the functional relationship:   
                                             𝐿𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑈, 𝐷, 𝑏, 𝑄, 𝜌, 𝜇, 𝑅𝑐 , 𝑢∗, 𝑍𝑜)                                             (4.2) 
where U = depth averaged flow velocity, D = flow depth, b = channel width, Q = water 
discharge, 𝜌 = density, 𝜇 = viscosity, 𝑅𝑐 = radius of curvature, 𝑢∗ = shear velocity, and 𝑍𝑜 = 
combined grain and form roughness height. There are total of 10 dependent and independent 
variables in equation 4.2. Using 3 fundamental reference dimensions [M, L, T], these variables 
can be expressed in 10-3 = 7 dimensionless parameters by using Buckingham Pi Theorem 
(Buckingham, 1914) as; 





















)                                 (4.3) 
A complete functional relationship can be written by including dimensionless factors that 
are known to effect mixing. 






























)             (4.4) 
Satellite remote sensing along with USGS ground data and USACE bathymetric data is 
used to derive variables including 𝐿𝑥, 𝐷, 𝑏, 𝑄, 𝜌, and 𝑅𝑐. Because the study uses only one 
confluence, the junction angle is constant so the first term in equation 4.4 was ignored from 
analysis but it will be important if the results are to be compared with observations at a different 
confluence. Bed concordance/discordance between the two tributaries was estimated using 
USACE bathymetric data from 2001 and 2010. No differences in bed elevations of the two 
tributaries were found so mixing is not expected to be affected by this term at this confluence. 
The bathymetric data are also used for calculations of flow depths, and hence width-depth ratio. 
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Only two major bends occur along the study reach, one at the confluence (
𝑅𝑐
𝑏
= 0.4) and the 
second about 10 km downstream of the confluence (
𝑅𝑐
𝑏
= 2.4). Elsewhere, the channel is 
relatively straight or gently curving. No major changes in mixing were observed at the two major 
bends; thus, curvature effects were deemed unimportant.  
Calculation of momentum flux ratio requires information on water temperature and SSC 
which were derived from the combined approach using USGS gaging station and remote sensing 
data, the details of which is presented later in the chapter. Because, viscosity, shear velocity, and 
grain and form roughness are not available for this study due to lack of necessary data, these 
variables could not be used directly to test against mixing lengths. To compensate for the lack of 
data for these terms, other variables that could be estimated from available data were used to 
explore possible controls of mixing lengths. For example, viscosity is strongly dependent of the 
temperature, so temperature ratios upstream of the confluence were used as proxy for viscosity in 
the statistical analysis.  
4.4 Data and methodology 
Analysis of spatial and temporal variations in surficial SSC mixing downstream of the 
confluence involves combining flow and sediment data from USGS stations with the spectral 
properties of the Landsat 5 (TM) images in Random Forest (RF) regression model (Liaw and 
Wiener, 2002) to achieve continuous quantitative distribution of SSSC within the study reach, 
determining lateral variations in SSSC by spatially averaging surficial SSSC at regularly spaced 
intervals to delineate representative cross sections within each subsection of the river, and 
calculating mixing at each cross section using a mixing metric. The methodology was applied to 
entire study reach of the river and mixing lengths were determined for the cases where complete 
mixing (Pmx > 0.97) was achieved within the study reach.  
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A total of 143 cloud free Landsat 5 TM images from 1985 to 2011 were obtained to be 
used for model building and calibration. Landsat 5 TM has long historic data record with 
sufficient spectral resolution for remote sensing of SSSC (Matthews, 2011). The data were 
corrected for atmospheric distortions using Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing 
System (LEDAPS) (Masek et al., 2013) and used in RF model along with USGS ground station 
data for SSSC modeling. Additionally, thermal band of Landsat data is used to determine thermal 
characteristics of the incoming flows. 
Three USGS stations within Landsat image footprint provide sufficient data on flow 
discharge, and SSC to determine relative strengths of the incoming flows and to calibrate and test 
RF model in combination with the satellite data. Two of the three USGS stations are located 
upstream of the confluence – one on each tributary, while one station is downstream of the 
confluence (Figure 3.1). Table 4.1 provides information on periods of data record available from 
each USGS station. 
Table 4.1: Summary of available flow discharge and SSC data and basic statistics at the three USGS 
stations within the study reach. The stations on Mississippi River at Grafton, IL and Mississippi River 
below Grafton, IL are only 5.5 mile apart so the discharge data from both stations has been combined 
into one record. 
This chapter follows methodology for modeling and extracting SSSC values for upstream 
sediment ratio and mixing calculations provided in Chapter 3. Landsat spectral bands were used 




Period of record 
Flow Discharge SSC 
05587455/ 
05587450 
Mississippi River at & 
below Grafton, IL 
1933-04-01 to 2016-12-
03 
1989-10-12 to 2015-09-30 
06935965 




2005-10-01 to 2008-09-30 
07010000 




1980-10-01 to 2014-09-30 
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(Dekker et al., 2002; Doxaran et al., 2006, 2003; Duan et al., 2009; Kallio et al., 2008; Kloiber et 
al., 2002; Lathrop and Lillesand, 1989; Sváb et al., 2005). A database of ground based SSC and 
the satellite spectral bands and derived spectral indices corresponding to the stations’ locations 
are generated with a total sample size of 271. RF model was developed with randomly selected 
half of this dataset (n = 136) while the other half was used for model calibration. The model 
produced an R2 of 0.7 when tested on the second half of the dataset. Calibrated model is applied 
to all of the images to estimate SSSC continuously over entire study reach. Finally, a set of 57 
images are selected based on visible contrast in SSSC at the confluence for further analysis.  
To determine SSSC mixing downstream of the confluence, predicted surficial SSC values 
from model derived rasters within river boundaries are extracted and the data is spatially 
averaged at every 500m subsection of the study reach downstream of the confluence such that 
the averaged SSSC represents the entire 500 m subsection of the river. Detail methodology of the 
spatial averaging procedure was discussed in Chapter 3. Mixing is calculated for each 
representative cross section using the mixing metric defined by  




























                    (4.5) 
where Pmx is the percent transverse mixing, Xi is the individual pixel’s SSSC in a cross-
section downstream of the confluence,  is the mean value of SSSC at the downstream cross 
section, m and n are the total numbers of pixels in the upstream and downstream cross sections 
respectively, Xu is the value of SSSC in the upstream tributaries with j representing jth pixel, ?̅?𝑢 
is the mean for the two upstream cross sections. The term 






 accounts for the 
mean upstream variability in SSSC where a and b are total number of pixels in tributary and 
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main channel while 𝑋𝑘𝑖 represents kth pixel value in tributary i = 1 or 2, and ?̂? is the mean of 
each of the two tributaries. The values of Pmx varies between 0 (no mixing) to 1 (completely 
mixed). However, for the purpose of this study, any value of Pmx > 0.97 is treated as fully mixed 
and mixing lengths were determined for the cases where complete mixing was achieved within 
the study reach. 
4.5 Results 
Mixing lengths have been computed for all the cases with wide range of hydrological 
conditions upstream of the confluence (Table 4.2). Out of the 57 cases, complete lateral mixing 
within the study reach occurred in 44 cases (herein referred to as mixed cases) while for the rest 
of the 13 cases (referred to as unmixed cases), mixing did not occur within 110 km reach (Table 
4.3).  
Table 4.2: Ranges for different PCFs for the observed cases. 
PCF Min Max Mean 
Total Discharge (m3/s) 2,770 25,060 9,565 
Mean depth at confluence (m) 4.0 12.2 8.7 
Mean Temperature (K) 273.3 297.2 286.3 
Momentum Ratio 0.4 14.09 3.88 
Discharge Ratio 0.3 2.54 1.01 
Sediment Ratio 0.62 7.5 2.25 
Temperature ratio 0.997 1.01 1 







Table 4.3: Distribution of mixing lengths among various cases 







>110 (No mixing) 13 
 
Among all of the mixed cases, half of the cases were mixed after 80 km with median at 
77.5 km (Table 4.4). For the unmixed cases, Pmx values ranged between 0.5 and 0.89 at the end 
of the study reach (Table 4.5).   
Table 4.4: Statistics of the observed completely mixed cased 
 Min Max Mean Median Std. dev 
Mixing Lengths (km) 3.8 105 63.5 77.5 33 
 
Table 4.5: Statistics of the observed Pmx values at the downstream end for unmixed cases 
 Min Max Mean Median Std. dev 
Pmx 0.5 0.89 0.72 0.76 0.11 
4.5.1 Mixing lengths and controlling factors 
To examine the influence of potential controlling factors on the length scale of mixing, 
spatially averaged SSSC values at each cross section for individual images within the entire 
study reach were visualized and values of Pmx were computed to illustrate SSC mixing patterns 
downstream of the confluence with different flow depths, upstream SSC contrast, total discharge, 
momentum ratios, and temperatures. The observed mixing lengths were regressed against each 
PCF to determine whether a statistical relation exists between the mixing and the PCFs.  
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4.5.1.1 Momentum ratio 
For a particular confluence, the junction angle and planform symmetry remain unchanged 
and the flow deflection and hence the position of mixing interface is largely determined by 
momentum ratio – a ratio of momentum of tributary flow to that of the main river that reveals the 
relative hydraulic importance of each confluent river.  
                                                    𝑀𝑟 =
𝜌𝑡𝑄𝑡𝑈𝑡
𝜌𝑚𝑄𝑚𝑈𝑚
                                                                         (4.6) 
 Where ρ is density of water and depends on temperature and SSC of the river, Q is discharge, 
and U is the mean velocity. The subscript t and m denote tributary and main channel 
respectively. To determine the effects of momentum ratio on mixing, flow measurements were 
obtained from USGS gauging stations for each image date ranging between 1989 and 2011 
(Table 4.1). Daily discharge data and instantaneous cross sectional averaged velocity 
measurements in the downstream direction were used to plot velocity-discharge curves for the 
both conjoining rivers (Figure 4.1). The plot was used to derive velocity estimates for the dates 
where flow velocity data was not readily available through USGS. Missouri River velocities are 




Figure 4.1: Velocity-discharge relationship for Mississippi (blue) and Missouri River (red) confluences. 
Density of the water for each date was calculated by using the temperature and SSSC 
information derived from remotely sensed data. The USGS gaging station on Missouri River 
does not collect temperature data daily and therefore only limited data on temperature were 
available that corresponded with the image acquisition dates. The limited available data was 
plotted against Landsat derived temperatures to establish a relation between these two values 
(Figure 4.2). For large rivers, diurnal variations in water temperature are small and the Landsat 
temperature data were highly correlated with the observed data. This relation provided the basis 




Figure 4.2: Plot of observed temperature at USGS station versus Landsat derived temperature 
Equation (4.6) was used to compute momentum flux ratios for all the mixed cases to 
provide information on the characteristics of the incoming flows. Observed mixing lengths were 
plotted against momentum ratios to understand the role of momentum ratios on controlling 
mixing lengths downstream of the confluence (Figure 4.3).  
4.5.1.2 Total discharge and mean flow depth at confluence 
 Flow depths and total discharge are flow condition metrics that can influence mixing at 
confluences by changing the scale of fluvial processes. Flow discharge data is available through 
USGS gaging stations. To evaluate the effect of flow depth; bathymetric data, collected in 2001 
by USACE, was obtained along with river stages data from upstream USGS gaging station at 
Grafton, IL and downstream gaging station at St. Louis, MO for each image data to estimate 
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water surface slope between the two stations. Flow depths were then computed using 
bathymetric data, water surface slope and longitudinal distance from upstream gaging station 
(Grafton, IL). Farther downstream from the St. Louis station, a new water surface slope was 
determined by using river stage values between USGS stations at St. Louis, MO and Chester, IL 
and flow depths were computed based on these water surface elevations. This approach, although 
susceptible to errors from backwater effects at the confluence and from the fact that bathymetry 
is assumed constant over time, provides a good estimate of flow depth distribution along the 
entire river reach and provides basis for analysis that involves flow depths.  
Mean cross sectional flow depths at the confluence and width to depth ratio for each 
image date were plotted against observed mixing lengths to examine the relationship between 
flow depth and width-depth ratio on controlling mixing (Figure 4.3). Cross sectional mean 
depths of about 9 m (Figure 4.3) with standard deviation of 1.5 m indicates the analysis is limited 




Figure 4.3: Relationship between different potential controlling factors and observed mixing lengths; 
momentum ratio (top left), discharge ratio (top right), width-depth ratio measured the confluences about 
250m downstream of the upstream junction corner (bottom left), and total flow depth. 
 Figure 4.3 and Table 4.6 show that momentum ratios and discharge ratios have no 
significant effect on the mixing lengths. Values of R2 for these relations are less than 0.02.  
Although, the regression analysis shows a negative correlation, no statistically significant 
relation exists between momentum flux ratio and discharge ratio with the observed mixing 
length.   
The lack of a strong relationship (R2 < 0.12) between mixing lengths and flow depths and 
width-depth ratios suggest that rate of change in lateral mixing downstream of the confluence is 
largely unaffected by the changes in the flow depth, however, p-value < 0.05 indicates that a 
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statistical significance exists between the two variables (Table 4.6). Again, caution must be 
practiced because there is not much variation in the flow depth and width-depth ratio for the 
observed cases (Figure 4.3), therefore the analysis is limited and need more data in order to be 
able to establish a strong relationship. 
Table 4.6: Results of linear regressions of different factors against observed mixing lengths shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
PCF Equation R2 P-value 
Momentum Ratio 𝑦 = 68 − 1.1𝑥 0.015 0.416 
Discharge Ratio 𝑦 = 70 − 6.8𝑥 0.0104 0.51 
Width-Depth ratio 𝑦 = 1.3 − 1.1𝑥 0.114 0.025 
Mean Depth at Confluence 𝑦 = 4.4 + 6.8𝑥 0.098 0.037 
4.5.1.3 Upstream water temperature and SSSC contrast 
Mixing at confluences can be complicated by the density differences between the 
incoming flows. Density differences due to differences in SSC or temperature of the two flows 
can lead to flow interpenetration in to one another. With strong density contrast, buoyant, less 
dense fluid may ride over the denser fluid across the channel resulting in faster mixing 
(Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Lewis and Rhoads, 2015a; Ramón et al., 2014; Rutherford, 
1994). 
Water density is a function of temperature and SSC, and therefore upstream ratio of these 
variables could be important factors in controlling lateral mixing. Although density differences 
are inherently included in the momentum flux ratio calculations, it may be desirable to isolate the 
contributions of SSC and temperature in controlling mixing for better understanding. Water 
temperature not only defines water density, but also affects the capacity of the flow to transport 
sediment in suspension by changing viscosity of the water. Sediment discharge decreases with 
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increasing temperature (Laursen, 1958; Shen and Hung, 1972; Yang, 1979). Therefore, it may be 
an important factor in affecting mixing at the junctions where changes in water temperature may 
change stream’s capacity to transport suspended sediment.  
The ratios between the temperature and SSSC of Missouri River and those of Mississippi 
River upstream of the confluence were calculated and plotted against observed mixing lengths to 
test the dependency of mixing lengths downstream of the confluences on the relative 
temperatures and SSSCs of the two rivers upstream of the confluence (Figure 4.4). The results 
from linear regression analysis, provided in Table 4.7, again indicate no significant relationships 
between the SSSC and temperature ratios of the upstream tributaries. It should however be noted 
that the temperature ratios range between 0.99 and 1.01 (Table 4.2), indicating that the effects of 
temperature may not be present and further analysis is needed with more pronounced 
temperature differences between the tributaries. 
  







Table 4.7: Results of linear regressions of SSSC and temperature ratios against observed mixing length 
(Figure 4.4). 
PCF Equation R2 P-value 
Suspended Sediment Ratio 𝑦 = 52 − 0.021𝑥 0.0482 0.152 
Temperature Ratio 𝑦 = 1456 − 1388𝑥 0.014 0.44 
4.5.2 Apparent mixing due to SSSC variation along the channel 
To understand mixing processes, it is important that the tracer used for the analysis, in 
this case SSSC, is conservative. While this is generally true for fine suspended sediment (< 0.063 
mm), the assumption will not hold if coarse sediment (> 0.063 mm), which is strongly dependent 
on hydraulic conditions, contributes to the SSSC. Variations in sediment transport capacity 
related to changes in channel geometry or to water temperature may result in increases or 
decreases in SSSC if coarse sediment contributes to the surficial sediment load of the river.   
To test for conservative behavior of surficial suspended sediment downstream of the 
confluence, a detailed analysis of changes in cross-sectional profiles of surficial SSSC values is 
performed. The analysis indicates that increase in Pmx values over distance downstream are not 
always due to mixing of the flows, but rather SSSC converges on values other than the expected 
value estimated based on mass conservation of sediment in the two incoming flows, where the 
expected mixed SSSC downstream of the confluence is calculated as: 






                          (4.7) 
Further investigation of such cases reveals that the changes in sediment concentration 
happen often on one side (in unmixed flows) of the post confluence river channel while the other 
side stays mostly unaffected. Two of such cases are reported here in detail to illustrate this 
phenomenon; one with “apparent” mixing due to sediment reduction, and the second for 
“apparent” mixing due to increase in SSSC.  
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4.5.2.1 Reduction in suspended sediment concentrations  
 Analysis of the flow on March 30, 1988 is used as a representative case to illustrate 
apparent mixing downstream of the confluence that appears to be associated with progressive 
reductions in concentration over distance on one side of the Mississippi River. On this date, the 
discharge ratio was nearly unity, but the momentum of Missouri River was about three times the 
momentum of the Mississippi River (Table 4.8). The temperature contrast between the two flows 
was less than 1oC, with mean temperature 11.94oC of both upstream tributaries (Table 4.8).  
Table 4.8: Summary of important parameters for the two cases 
*QR is the flow discharge ratio, MR is the momentum ratio, ansd SR is SSSC ratio between 
tributary and the main channel. 
The SSSC difference between the two flows on this date upstream of the confluence is 
approximately 400mg/l, with Missouri River SSSC having a cross-sectional average SSSC of 
550mg/l compared to an SSSC of 150 mg/l in the Mississippi River. Equation 4.7 is used to 
calculate expected mixed SSSC value downstream of the confluence and is found to be 357 mg/l. 
At the first cross section, just 250m downstream of the junction corner, a plot of SSSC reveals a 
strong gradient just to the left of a standardized width value of zero (Figure 4.5). This narrow 
zone of strong SSSC gradient defines the mixing interface between turbid water of Missouri 
River and relatively clearer water from Mississippi River. Outside of this zone, the variations in 
SSSC are small.  These variations may arise from various sources, including turbulence due to 
 
Date 
Discharge (m3/s) Temperature (oC) 
QR* MR* SR* 










7,957 3,681 12.95 13.62 0.4 0.5 3.3 
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small and large-scale vortices and to noise in the data. At this location, little to no mixing has 
occurred between the upstream junction corner and this cross section.  
 
Figure 4.5: Cross section profiles at 0.5 km, 1.5 km, 6.5 km, and 29 km from left to right, top to bottom 
respectively, downstream of the upstream junction corner. X-axis is normalized distance and is equal to 
each pixel’s N-value/half channel width. Numbers at the bottom of each panel indicate the mixing metric 
value corresponding to the plot. Blue line is the expected SSSC value calculated using equation 4.7. 
 Further downstream, at 1.25 km from upstream junction corner, the mixing interface 
moves to the right side of the channel centerline due to the strong momentum flux and 
realignment of the Missouri River to enter the downstream channel. A strong gradient in SSSC 
still exists, although expansion in the width of the zone of mixing indicates that mixing is more 
pronounced that at the cross section within the confluence. The upper and lower extreme SSSC 
values are still similar to the first cross section. 
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 Because discharge ratio is close to unity, the mixing interface moves back towards the 
centerline once the flow recovers from initial effect of strong momentum from Missouri River. 
This shifting movement of the mixing interface relative to the channel centerline may help in 
distorting the mixing layer from relative vertical orientation to an angled orientation as the layer 
moves from deeper zone (Mississippi side) of the channel to a shallower zone (Missouri side) 
and vice versa.  Additionally, the channel starts to expand at about 5 km downstream of the 
confluence. The position of the mixing interface at 6.5 km suggests that water from Missouri 
river is flowing through the shallower part of the channel where mid channel bar is often visible 
during low flows – indicating an area that is more conducive to sediment loss out of the water 
column, essentially lowering cross sectional mean SSSC. Figure 4.5c shows a mild slope of the 
mixing interface with peak SSSC below 500 mg/l.  The mixing interface has shifted towards the 
left of the channel centerline and the average SSSC on the Mississippi side has increased from its 
initial value of 150 mg/l to about 250 mg/l indicating some cross-channel mixing. 
 Further downstream, the channel’s SSSC on the Missouri side decreases even further 
while Mississippi’s SSSC remain mostly unchanged between 6.5 km and 29 km in the 
downstream direction. At 29 km, enough sediment reduction has taken place from the Missouri-
side water column to make it similar to that of the Mississippi River’s SSSC (Figure 4.5d). The 
“mixed” value of SSSC at this location (250 mg/l) is much lower than the expected value of 357 
mg/l. Therefore, this apparent mixing can only be attributed to decreases in sediment 
concentration on the side of the river that initially contained sediment from the Missouri River 
and not due to the actual mixing process.  
 Figure 4.6 clearly indicates that the sediments are being reduced over the course of the 29 
km downstream of the confluence on the Missouri side of the river. Mississippi side gets some 
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initial increase in SSSC just downstream of the confluence but remains stable after that. 
Moreover, the mixed concentration is lower than the average of the two upstream concentrations 
despite the fact that the two rivers have nearly equal discharges. 
 
Figure 4.6:  Longitudinal SSSC profile from the confluence to the location of complete mixing – 28 km 
downstream of the confluence. Each data point represents SSSC value in individual cell within the path 
drawn on each side of the river. The left figure represents longitudinal profile downstream of the 
confluence on the Missouri Side while the right one is for the Mississippi side. 
4.5.2.2 Apparent mixing and increases in sediment concentration  
 In contrast to sediment decrease, surficial mixing can also be complicated by sediment 
addition in the water column by erosion of banks or from previously deposited sediments on the 
river bed. On April 24, 1991, discharge on both rivers was high. Mississippi River had more than 
double discharge than that in the Missouri River resulting in low QR and MR (Table 4.8). The 
temperature difference again is less than 1oC, with mean temperature of 13.28oC. Despite higher 
discharge, Mississippi River has less than three times SSSC (300 mg/l) than that of Missouri 
River (1,010 mg/l). Expected fully mixed SSSC value can be calculated using equation 4.7 
which yields a value of 423 mg/l. Higher discharge along with lower SSSC of Mississippi River 
at similar temperature to the Missouri River indicates that Mississippi River was sediment 
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deprived. Figure 4.7a shows a strong contrast in SSSC near the upstream junction corner. The 
mixing interface is nearly vertical with mean SSSC difference of over 700 mg/l. 
 
Figure 4.7: Cross section profile at 250m, 30 km, 60 km, and 100 km downstream of the upstream 
junction corner. Horizontal blue line indicates expected mixed value. 
 At about 30 km downstream of the confluence, the width of the mixing interface has 
widened to almost entire channel width, but the slope of the mixing interface is much more 
gradual than it was at the confluence. The extreme values of SSSC are still similar to the values 
at the first cross section, although only few pixels are left with these values (Figure 4.7b). Up 
until this point, it does not appear to have started to add sediment from the bed. 
 The cross-channel profile of SSSC at 60 km however, indicates that the SSSC values at 
the Mississippi River side are much higher than upstream value (Figure 4.7a and 4.7b) while 
concentration at the Missouri River is unchanged at about 1,000 mg/l. This increase in SSSC 
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indicates that suspended sediment has been added to the water column. As there are no 
significant tributaries joining the main channel over the entire study reach, the only source for 
sediment is the bed or the river banks. Figure 4.7c shows that the SSSC on the Mississippi side is 
now close to 600 mg/l, much higher than the expected value of 423 mg/l and almost double of its 
initial value 300 mg/l. 
 Further downstream, the trend of SSSC addition continues, bringing SSSC on the 
Mississippi Side closer to 800 mg/l, a value much greater than the expected mixed value of 423 
mg/l, while the Missouri side has a SSSC of 1,000 mg/l. The sediment addition from the possible 
bed erosion has brought the Mississippi River’s SSSC closer to that of Missouri River resulting 
in apparent mixing with a Pmx of 0.85 (Figure 4.7d). Figure 4.8 shows an upward trend of SSSC 
after a certain distance downstream of the confluence on the Mississippi side of the river, from 
confluence to the downstream end of the study reach. 
 
Figure 4.8: Longitudinal SSSC profile from the confluence to the location of complete mixing – 100 km 
downstream of the confluence. Each data point represents SSSC value in individual cell within the path 
drawn on each side of the river. The left figure represents longitudinal profile downstream of the 




This chapter examines surficial lateral mixing within the Mississippi and Missouri River 
confluences. It reports variations in surficial mixing patterns in response to the ratio of 
momentum flux of incoming flows, flow depth variations with different discharges, differences 
in SSSC, and the temperature of the incoming flows. Overall, the observed mixing patterns are 
found to be inconsistent with the results of past studies at small and large confluences 
(Constantinescu et al., 2016, 2011; Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Lane et al., 2008; Rhoads, Bruce, 
1996; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Mixing rates and length 
scales are largely found to be independent of the ratios of momentum flux and discharge of 
incoming flows with poor r- squared and P-values except for the cases of mean depth at the 
confluence and width-depth ratio where P values indicate statistical significance of the 
relationship between the two variables and the mixing lengths. However, as mentioned earlier, 
for most of the cases observed here; mean depth and width-depth ratios did not vary significantly 
so the relationship may be biased. More research is needed with wide range of depth and width-
depth ratio fluctuations to establish a definite relationship.  
Although this study did not incorporate in detail the role of bathymetric morphology, 
USACE bathymetric data collected in 2001 and 2010 shows that both tributaries meet without 
any substantial bed discordance and hence, the effects on mixing due to bed discordance likely 
are not important at this confluence (Figures 4.9, 4.10). Cross-channel bed profiles on both 
tributaries just upstream of the confluence in 2001 and 2010 indicate that the two rivers have 




Figure 4.9: Cross sectional bathymetric profile at the Mississippi River just upstream of the confluence in 
2001 (top) and 2010 (bottom). 
 
Figure 4.10: Cross sectional bathymetric profile at the Missouri River just upstream of the confluence in 
2001 (top) and 2010 (bottom). 
Flow from Missouri River often penetrates into the confluence with much higher 
momentum than the Mississippi River due to the higher slope of the Missouri compared to the 
Mississippi. Although no measurements of 3-D flows obtained at the confluence, the planform 
geometry of the confluence suggests the possibility of development of the secondary current on 
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the Missouri side because of curvature of flow from the Missouri River as it enters the 
Mississippi River. The presence of a secondary current on Mississippi side of the confluence is 
not very likely because the Mississippi River is relatively straight upstream of the confluence. 
The helical motion on Missouri side, if present, should enhance mixing at the CHZ. However, 
the plots of mixing rates (Figures 4.3, 4.4) show that hydrodynamics within the CHZ may not be 
as important at large river confluences as at small confluences. In the absence of channel-scale 
helical cells, mixing is controlled primarily by turbulent fluxes associated with shear between the 
incoming flows, the effects of which are insignificant compared to the advective fluxes due to 
channel-scale helical motion (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008), especially in wide confluences 
(Rhoads, 2006). Furthermore, the shear between the flows decays rapidly in the downstream 
direction, resulting in sharp decline of mixing rates. The limited influence of CHZ hydrodynamic 
processes in controlling mixing rates downstream is also evident from the plots of different PCFs 
against rate of change of mixing within first 6 channel widths (Figure 4.11).  These plots confirm 
that mixing rates for the distance of 30 channel widths are largely unaffected by flow conditions 




Figure 4.11: Variations in the mixing rates within initial six channel widths as functions of different 




Figure 4.12: Variations in the mixing rates within initial 30 channel widths as functions of different 
PCFs. 
The comparison of mean SSSC at every cross section downstream of the confluence to 
the mean upstream SSSC of both tributaries reveals that the surficial SSSC in water column is 
not a conservative property, but depends on flow conditions within the river. Surficial mixing 
can be complicated by the addition or loss of suspended sediment in the water column in the 
downstream direction. In the case of the reduction in SSSC on the March 30, 1988, slightly 
lower discharge in the Mississippi River compared to the discharge of Missouri River (Table 
4.8), coupled with the slow mixing process, might have promoted a condition where flow 
expansion at wide sections of the river resulted in favorable conditions for sediment deposition. 
Widening of the river channel from 0.6km about 5km downstream of the confluence to 1.17km 
at 7.35 km downstream of the confluence may promoted deposition of sediment from the 
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Missouri River as flow on the west side of the Mississippi diverged and decelerated. Most of the 
deep side of the river channel at this location (Figure 4.5c) contains Mississippi water, whereas 
Missouri River water is presented on the shallow, outer side of the channel bend where a mid-
channel bar is clearly visible at low flows. Most sediment probably fell out the water column 
before the river channel returned to the initial post-confluence width of about 0.6 km about 12 
km downstream of the confluence. The effect of channel widening can be seen in Figure 4.6a 
where SSSC drops significantly on the Missouri side of the river from initial 600 mg/l to about 
400 mg/l between a distance of 5 to 10 km downstream of the confluence. SSSC increases 
further downstream before decreasing again as the flow is constricted back to the channel with 
0.6 km width. 
Widening of the channel also affects Pmx. With higher width-depth ratio at wider 
portions of the river, the flow can spread over vast, shallower areas such that more satellite pixels 
will be covered with one type of flow while the flow at deeper part of the river may cover fewer 
number of pixels. The effect of this widening is depicted in Figure 4.13. Higher width-depth ratio 
will lead to some bias in the Pmx calculations as if the flows are unmixing, i.e.  the decrease in 




Figure 4.13: Variations in the mixing with longitudinal variations in width-depth ratio; for sediment 
reduction case (left), and for sediment addition case (right). 
In the second case, on Apr 24, 1991, despite the Mississippi River having a discharge 
more than twice that of the Missouri River, the SSSC of Mississippi River is one-third that of the 
Missouri River (Table 4.8). Results indicate a slow mixing process where minor mixing has 
occurred within first 30 km, but the extremes of SSSC on each side of the channel remain similar 
to the initial concentrations. The slow rate of mixing at high discharge is consistent with the idea 
that the mixing rate is sensitive to the flow depth variations (Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Parsons et 
al., 2007).  
The increase in SSSC between 30-60 km reach coincides with the straight but narrowest 
part of the river where the width of the channel decreases to only 0.45 km about 37 km 
downstream of the confluence and varies between 0.45 – 0.55 km within next 13 km before 
expanding back to the 0.6 km width. The flow convergence along with higher total discharge 
might have promoted erosion of the bed and banks of the river. However, the pattern of 
increasing SSSC does not cease even when the channel recovers to its average width.  
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Density differences could also control mixing processes by distorting mixing interface 
when relatively dense flow moves underneath the less dense flow. Laraque et al., (2009) found 
such example at Solimnões-Negro confluence where wedging of Solimnões under Negro 
distorted vertical orientation of the mixing interface into horizontal one. At the confluence of 
Segre and Ebro rivers in Spain, Ramõn et al., (2013) observed vertical stratification during 
summers with relatively larger density differences which inhibits mixing. For this research, the 
density differences of the incoming flows largely depended on the SSC rather than the 
temperature in all of the 57 cases observed due to the minimal difference between the 
temperatures of the incoming flows (Table 4.2). Thermal variations contribute an order of 
magnitude more to the density variations as compared to the variations in SSC. Therefore, 
density effects are not expected to be the major factor in controlling mixing at this confluence. In 
order to test the potential of a wedge formation from any of the tributary, densimetric Froude 
number was calculated for all cases using the equation; 
                                                   𝐹𝑟 = 
𝑈
√𝑔′𝐻
                                                                     (4.8)  
Where U is the cross sectional average flow velocity, H is the mean flow depth, g' = g(ρ − 
ρ0)/ρ0 is the reduced gravity, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ρ and ρ0 are the densities of 
Missouri River and Mississippi River respectively. Figure 4.14 shows that all the values are well 
over critical value of unity. Ramon et al., (2014) found that density effects can be important for 
Fr <3. The minimum value among all observed cases is 3.42, indicating that the development of 




Figure 4.14: Densimetric Froude number distribution among all the observed cases. 
4.7  Conclusion 
This study used Landsat 5 TM data for the period of 1985-2011 and corresponding USGS 
gaging stations’ data to model and predict suspended sediment concentrations within the study 
reach. Data on discharge, flow velocities and temperature were used to calculate density 
differences, momentum flux ratios and discharge ratios to examine the factors that influence 
mixing processes downstream of large river confluences. The results indicate the complexity of 
mixing at large rivers where mixing length scales vary significantly within same confluence 
under similar hydrological conditions. No clear statistical relationships could be established 
between PCFs and mixing lengths based on surficial patterns of mixing; therefore, comparison 




1. Momentum and discharge ratio at the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi 
Rivers do not have any relationship with mixing lengths. Large discharge and 
momentum ratios shifts the mixing interface towards the outer bank, but the flow 
recovers quickly downstream without significant mixing. Cross sectional plots 
illustrate that the mixing interface moves back towards the channel centerline 
once the initial momentum effect subsides. 
2. Mean flow depth at the confluence, and width-depth ratio show a statistically 
significant relationship with mixing; however, the relationship is extremely weak 
and the ranges of variation in depth and width-depth ratio are small.  
3. The amount of mixing over first 6 and 30 channel widths also does not exhibit 
any strong relationships between PCFs and mixing lengths, suggesting that 
hydrodynamic conditions at the confluence do not have a substantial influence on 
mixing immediately downstream of the confluence. 
4. Density differences between the two flows are insignificant; therefore, 
development of density wedges at the confluence is unlikely. 
5. “Apparent” mixing can occur when SSSC increases or decreases on only one side 
of the river downstream of the confluence. The changes in SSSC on one side can 
make the channel appear mixed in Pmx calculations without any mixing processes 
involved. Thus, SSSC is not a conservative property of the flow for evaluating 
mixing over long distances downstream of the confluence.  
The extent of applicability of these results on other large confluences is not clear. 
Additional research at other large confluences with different planform symmetry, geometry, and 
hydrological and climatic conditions is needed to compare the findings of this study. Further 
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work can combine satellite data with in-situ data to better understand localized processes, not 




CHAPTER 5: COMPARISON OF OBSERVED MIXING LENGTHS VERSUS 
MIXING LENGTHS USING THE STREAMTUBE METHOD 
5.1 Introduction 
Natural channels are complex with meanders and non-uniform cross-sections. A depth-
averaged mixing equation in rectangular Cartesian coordinates is not suitable for meandering 
rivers because cartesian x and z coordinates are not aligned with the downstream and cross 
stream directions. However, it is possible to transform from cartesian to curvilinear coordinates 
such that the major axis is always aligned with the downstream direction and the minor axis is 
aligned with the transverse direction. Yotsukura and Sayre, (1976)provided a detailed derivation 
of the depth-averaged mixing equation in cartesian coordinates. If the tracer source is steady, the 
time varying term of the mass conservation equation becomes zero, and the longitudinal 
dispersion term, being negligibly small, can be ignored (Yotsukura and Sayre, 1976). 
Furthermore, if the factor of diffusion is treated as constant across the channel, the result is the 
simplified stream-tube method (see section 2.3.2). 
A simplified stream-tube method is applied in this study to estimate mixing lengths 
downstream of the Mississippi-Missouri confluence. A program written in R automates the 
process of calculating necessary parameters, defining streamtubes, and calculating mixing 
lengths.  Mixing lengths from the streamtube method are compared with the mixing lengths 
computed from the methodology described in Chapter 4. Surface suspended sediment 
concentrations are used as tracer that is steadily being released into the water at the midpoint. 
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Flow characteristics  
A bathymetric survey conducted by USACE in 2001 for the Mississippi River from the 
Mississippi-Missouri river confluence to 87 km downstream of the confluence provided a basis 
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for mixing lengths analysis using the stream-tube method. Bathymetric point data were 
interpolated using the nearest neighbor interpolation technique to obtain continuous bathymetry 
of the river. Mean water surface slope (s) was determined using measured water surface 
elevations for U.S. Geological Survey gaging stations for the Mississippi River at St. Louis, MO, 
and the Mississippi River at Chester, IL. The two stations use NAVD88 as vertical datum. The 
datum height at St. Louis station is 115.7 m while the datum height at Chester, IL is 103.85 m. 
Water surface elevations (WSEs) at both stations were determined by adding gage heights to the 
corresponding datum elevations and uniform slopes were determined for each image by dividing 
the difference between the two WSEs by the streamwise distance between the two stations. A 
mean value of the water surface slopes for all image dates was determined to be 0.000099 
(Figure 5.1). Using the slope and streamwise distance s from the upstream junction corner of the 
confluence to each pixel, WSEs are estimated for the entire study reach. Finally, the flow depths 
were determined by subtracting the bathymetric raster from the WSE raster for each image. The 




Figure 5.1: Water Surface slopes between St. Louis, MO and Chester, IL corresponding to Landsat image 
acquisition dates between 1984 and 2011. 
5.2.2 Channel width 
River widths (b) along the channel were determined by calculating lengths of the 
transects spaced at 500 m intervals along the river. The length of each transect along the river is 
based on the digitized water boundary as described in chapter 3. The locations of the transects 
were also used to obtain flow depths from the depth raster. All the raster pixels that intersected 
the transect lines were extracted and converted to point vector data for further processing. The 
converted point shapefile contains information about geographic locations and flow depths at 
each point location.  
Because discharge varies over time, the width of the flow changes, and therefore an 
image’s surface width may differ from the 2001 surveyed width. If the discharge for the 
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bathymetric survey date is less than the discharge for an image, the surface width of the 2001 
survey date will be shorter than for the image. As flow depths can only be calculated where 
bathymetric information is available, the water-surface widths for some images may exceed the 
width of the channel for which flow depths are available (Figure 5.2). The effect is most 
pronounced on the shallow side of the channel in a meandering river.
 
Figure 5.2: A hypothetical cross-sectional profile with complete bathymetric data (a) and with missing 
data (b). b is the surface width of the channel from the digitized river boundaries using Landsat Images, 
vertical lines in the channel represent local flow depths h measured at every pixel location from flow 
depth raster that intersected with the cross-section line, and H is the mean depth at the cross section. Red 
dotted line shows the areas where bathymetric data are not available. 
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The lack of bathymetric data, and hence flow depth data, for some portions of cross 
sections for discharges exceeding the 2001 discharge poses a challenge to compute cross-
sectional velocity distributions. To deal with the missing data, the R program tests each cross 
section for width mismatch by comparing flow width calculated from the extracted flow depth 
pixels that are limited to the extent of 2001 surveyed width to the width of the cross section at 
the current location. If the widths are different, the program extends the last pixel on the 
shallowest side of the cross section from its current location to the edge of the cross section such 
that the distance between the first and the last pixels of the flow depth raster along a transect line 
roughly equals (±10 m) the length of the cross section (Figure 5.3). The approach can potentially 
increase or decrease the flow depths towards the shallow side of the channel. However, only the 
widest sections of the river, where in-channel bars are present, are susceptible to substantial 
changes in width. Because only two in-channel bars are present within the study reach, the net 
effect is localized and does not influence strongly the overall mixing length.  
 
Figure 5.3: Shallower (left) side pixel from figure (2b) has been extended to the edge of the channel width 
resulting in an area of constant flow depth. ∆z is the distance between two consecutive pixels. Notice a 
larger interval on the left side due to pixel’s relocation to the channel boundary. 
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5.2.3 Local depth-averaged velocities 
Using daily discharge (Q) values from the USGS gaging station at St. Louis, mean flow 
depth (H), water-surface width (b), and width-averaged flow velocities (Vx) were calculated at 
each cross section using the following relationship. 
                                                     𝑉𝑥 =
𝑄
𝑏 𝐻
                                                                               (5.1) 
As cumulative flow distribution data are not available for the entire reach, a semi-
empirical method (Yotsukura and Sayre, 1976) was used to estimate depth-averaged velocity 
distributions across the channel using the flow depths along the transect and mean width-
averaged velocity. 





                                                                   (5.2) 
where vx = local depth-averaged velocity, Vx = width-averaged velocity; h = local depth; and H = 
width-averaged depth.  
5.2.4 Defining streamtubes 
Streamtubes are defined on the basis of equal discharge intervals across the channel. 
Rutherford, (1994) has pointed out that a minimum of 10 or more streamtubes are desirable for 
the streamtube method. In this study, a total of 20 streamtubes were defined for all the cases. A 




Figure 5.4: Flowchart of the procedure for defining 20 streamtubes. The procedure is performed at each 
cross section one by one along the entire study reach. 
Equation 5.2 is used to compute vx at each pixel location, which can be used to compute the 
cumulative discharge.  
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                                                    𝑞𝑘 = ∑𝑣𝑥𝑖ℎ𝑖∆𝑧𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
                                                               (5.3) 
where qk = cumulative discharge at a cross-section, vxi and hi= local depth-averaged velocity and 
depth at the location i respectively along the transect, Δzi is the lateral distance across the channel 
between the centers of adjacent pixels and k is the total number of pixels along a cross section 
(Figure 5.3). The flow depths and cumulative discharge are available only at pixel locations at 
this point. To divide a cross section into equal discharge intervals, a more detailed distribution of 
flow depths across the channel, along with associated values of cumulative discharge, is 
required.  Thus, the flow depth and cumulative discharge values are linearly interpolated into 500 




Figure 5.5: Transformation of original cross-section profile (a) into a more detailed profile (b) by linear 
interpolation between consecutive points. Each new point has a value for location, local depth and 
cumulative discharge. Red dots are the locations where flow depths and velocities and discharge values 
were initially available. 
To facilitate division of the channel into equal discharge intervals (i.e. stream-tubes), the 
total discharge value for the entire cross section is divided into 20 equal parts to produce a set of 
cumulative discharge values that will be used to define width of each streamtube.  For example, 
for a total discharge value of 2,000 m3/s, each streamtube will have a discharge of 100 m3/s and 
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therefore the set of cumulative discharge limits will be 100, 200, 300, and so on.  The program 
then cumulates discharges across the channel for the 500 intervals centered on interpolated 
points (Δzj) and identifies sets of lateral distance intervals where cumulative discharge values are 
equal to the cumulative discharge limit of each streamtube.  These sets of lateral distance 
intervals are then binned together to create the streamtubes.  The program starts from the right 
bank where cumulative discharge is 0. At each interpolated point (Figure 5.5b), the program will 
compute a new cumulative discharge value by adding the local discharge value to the cumulative 
discharge for the previous location until the new cumulative discharge value reaches 100 m3/s. 
At this location, the program records the transverse distance from the right bank and assigns all 
intervening intervals to the first streamtube. The program continues laterally until it reaches a 
cumulative discharge of 200 m3/s and assigns all intervals between 100 m3/s and 200 m3/s to the 
second streamtube. The process continues laterally, until all twenty streamtubes are identified, 
and longitudinally, until the end of the study reach.  For each streamtube in each cross section, 
average local depths are calculated and mean local flow velocities are determined using the 
equation; 
                                                𝑣𝑥𝑖 =
𝑞𝑠𝑖
ℎ𝑠𝑖∆𝑧𝑠𝑖
                                                                            (5.4) 
Where subscript i denotes the stream-tube i, qs is the total discharge in streamtube i, hs is the 
mean local depth in a streamtube i, and Δzs is the width of the stream-tube. 
5.2.5 Dimensionless shape factor 
The dimensionless shape factor accounts for variations in channel planform geometry. 
The right and left bank lengths for each 500m sub reach are used to compute side lengths for 
each streamtube (Figure 5.6). The program estimates these lengths at each streamtube interval 
(Δzs) computed in the previous step, by linearly interpolating between both banks (Figure 5.6). 
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As the length of the left bank is shorter than the left of the right bank in figure 5.6, at a certain 
distance ΔZ1 from the left bank, where cumulative discharge is equal to the first cumulative 
discharge limit, the program has estimated side length to be 465 m. The process continues until 
side lengths are estimated for each streamtube. 
 
Figure 5.6: A hypothetical 500 m sub reach (shaded region) with 15 streamtubes. The dashed line is the 
channel centerline where longitudinal distance is measured to define sub reaches (AB). The central cross 
section is where width of the channel is determined and pixel values from flow depth raster are extracted. 
Streamtube intervals are shown in blue colors where discharge values are equal. Right bank (CD) is 
shorter than the left bank (EF). Linear interpolation between CD and EF will result in side lengths with 
values between 450 m and 550 m as shown in dotted lines for streamtube 1 and streamtube i. 
The program uses the longer side length of each streamtube and divides it by the 
longitudinal length of a reach (500 m) to get the metric coefficient 𝑚𝛼 for that streamtube. The 
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dimensionless shape factor is then computed for individual cross sections using the following 
equation; 














                                                            (5.5) 
where b = channel width; 𝑚𝛼𝑖 metric coefficient for stream-tube i; and N = total number of 
stream-tubes (N = 20). The value of the dimensionless shape factor ranges between 1 and 3.6 
(Rutherford, 1994). 
5.2.6 Transverse dispersion coefficient 
The transverse dispersion coefficient kz scales with the product of mean flow depth and 
the shear velocity (Rutherford, 1994). Yotsukura and Sayre, (1976) estimated the value of kz 
around a bend in Missouri River using the bulk channel parameters, like channel width, mean 
flow depth, width-averaged velocity, radius of curvature, shear velocity etc. 








                                                              (5.6) 
Where rc = radius of curvature determined by fitting circles at each bend and determining their 
radius, and U* = average shear velocity 
𝑈∗ = √𝑔𝐻𝑠 
where g = acceleration due to gravity and s = water surface slope. However, Rutherford (1994) 
cautioned against using equation 5.6 because it did not fit well to the laboratory flume data of 
Yotsukura and Sayre, (1976) and Sayre, (1979). Sayre, (1979) found that for the Missouri River, 
the value of the constant 0.4 in equation 5.6 varied between 0.9-0.3 as the discharge increased 
from 565 to 1700 m3/s. Because all discharge values in the present study exceed 1700 m3/s 
(Table 4.2) and no other studies have examined the value of the constant for discharges this 
large, equation 5.6 has been used with the default value of 0.4. A lower value of the constant, 
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e.g. 0.3, will decrease the values of the dispersion coefficient, resulting in longer mixing lengths, 
but it will not have any impact on general trend between observed and computed mixing lengths.  
Equations 5.5 and 5.6 can be used with cross-sectional mean values of flow depth and 
flow velocities to estimate factor of diffusion D at each transect. 
                                                        𝐷 =  𝜓𝑘𝑧𝑉𝑥𝐻
2                                                                  (5.7) 
A reach averaged value of D can then be calculated. 






                                                                (5.8) 
where L = total reach length where bathymetric data is available (87 km); ΔX; = sub-reach length 
(constant 500 m for this study); D; = value of the factor of diffusion in sub-reach j from equation 
5.7; and n = number of sub-reaches (n = 173). Finally, mixing length for a tracer source at mid-
flow can be calculated using the following equation 
                                                         𝐿𝑧 = 0.134
𝑄2
𝐷
                                                                (5.9) 
5.3 Results and discussion 
The simplified stream-tube method has been used to compute mixing lengths in 11 cases 
where mixing was achieved within 110 km study reach. Bathymetric data obtained for the study 
reach by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 2001 was used for all cases. The width of the 
channel changes significantly over the study reach with a mean standard deviation of 114.8 m for 
all cases. As flow depths are controlled by width variations, substantial variations are observed in 
cross-sectional mean flow depths and depth averaged velocities. The calculated streamtube 





Table 5.1: Table of important variables. Range of values are provided for the variables that vary in the 
downstream direction 
5.3.1 Transverse dispersion coefficient 
Transverse dispersion coefficient is important to determine the rate of mixing within a 
river channel. The dimensionless transverse dispersion coefficient, kz/HU*, has been estimated at 
each cross section and regressed against dimensionless hydraulic and geometric parameters of 
river channel to analyze the relationships between dispersion coefficient and different potential 
variables. Among these are channel aspect ratio (b/H), friction term (U/U*), and channel 
curvature (b/Rc). The dispersion coefficient does not show any relationship with width-depth 
ratio and the velocity ratios. However, a strong positive relationship exists between 
dimensionless dispersion coefficient and width to radius-of-curvature ratio (Figure 5.7). This 
relationship can be explained by the presence of secondary currents in the meandering channels. 
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curvature becomes smaller, a condition that promotes development of secondary currents in the 
channel. Secondary currents are known to enhance transverse dispersion coefficient, and hence 
mixing in the rivers (Rutherford, 1994).  
 
Figure 5.7: Relationship between dimensionless dispersion coefficient and b/Rc for the eleven cases. 
To analyze the relationship between transverse dispersion coefficient, kz and the value of 
the factor of diffusion, D, the values of D have been plotted against the estimated dispersion 
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coefficient (Figure 5.8). The factor of diffusion is directly related to the transverse dispersion 
coefficient, as suggested by the equation 5.7. Thus, for known dispersion coefficient values, the 
value of D can be estimated for a given discharge. 
 




5.3.2 Factor of diffusion 
For all the cases, a reach averaged value of diffusion factor is calculated using the 
equation 5.8. The reach-averaged values are important to get an initial estimate of the mixing 
lengths along a channel downstream of the source. It is clear from equation 5.7 that the factor of 
diffusion is a function of discharge. An increase in discharge results in a higher value for the 
factor of diffusion, enhancing the rate of mixing. As a result, the reach-averaged factor of 
diffusion is directly related to discharge (Figure 5.9), which results in a strong inverse relation 
between mixing length and discharge (Figure 5.10). Therefore, according to the streamtube 
method, discharge is the most important variable controlling the mixing process.  
Despite the clear dependence of the mixing lengths on flow discharge in the streamtube 
method, mixing lengths have been found to vary significantly even with similar discharge values. 
Chapter 4 has documented multiple cases where strong variations in mixing lengths were 
observed for relatively similar discharges. Table 5.4 presents six such cases from chapter 4 
where similar discharges (6,230-6995 m3/s) yielded contrasting mixing lengths. For example, the 
minimum observed mixing length is 20km, whereas mixing did not occur in two of the cases 
over the entire length of the 110km study reach. In general, the pattern of mixing lengths seems 
to be opposite of what is expected from streamtube method, i.e. smaller discharges have shorter 
mixing length and higher discharges produce longer mixing length, although this relation does 
hold for all cases, as pointed out in the last chapter. The inverse relation between computed and 
observed mixing lengths for the 11 cases examined here indicates that processes that influence 
mixing downstream of the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers are more complex 




Figure 5.9: Relationship between flow discharge and reach-averaged factor of diffusion. The value of D 



























Figure 5.10: Relationship between flow discharge and mixing lengths computed through streamtube 
method. 
Table 5.2: Mixing lengths observed at similar discharges. NAs represent the cases where streamtube 




























1 LT50240331993311 6,230 20 NA 
2 LT50240332004310 6,371 63 NA 
3 LT50240331994090 6,456 60 46.5 
4 LT50240332009339 6,484 90 49 
5 LT50240332005056 6,824 No mixing NA 





Figure 5.11: Comparison of mixing lengths obtained from the method reported in chapter 4 (Lx) and 
mixing lengths computed using the streamtube method (Lz). 
5.4 Conclusion 
A simplified streamtube method was applied to eleven cases in an 86 km reach where 
bathymetric data was available downstream of the Mississippi-Missouri River confluence in the 
Midwest USA. A method was developed for estimating mixing lengths downstream of a large 
river confluence using the geometric and hydraulic data in streamtube model. Twenty 
streamtubes were established and a program was written to compute necessary parameters for the 
implementation of the model. Transverse dispersion coefficients and diffusion factors were 
determined at regular intervals along the channel and the values were related to bulk parameters 
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factor of diffusion are directly related to each other, while the diffusion factor is strongly 
inversely proportional to the mixing lengths. 
Among all the cases, the streamtube method underpredicted mixing lengths for five of the 
cases, whereas mixing lengths were overestimated for the other six cases. The factor of diffusion 
is largely controlled by the flow discharge in the streamtube method, suggesting that higher 
discharges should result in shorter mixing lengths. However, this generalization does not hold for 
conditions downstream of the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. In many 
observed cases, similar discharges lead to very different mixing lengths. Similarly, cases with 
low discharges but rapid mixing or high discharges and slow mixing also deviate from model 
estimates. The discrepancy between observed and predicted mixing lengths is evident in the 
inverse relation between observed and predicted values. It can therefore be concluded that 
generalizing the pattern of mixing is difficult and streamtube method alone is not suitable for 
predicting mixing lengths. Mixing downstream of confluences in the streamtube model 
developed herein is treated as a tracer released at the center of the channel. For small tributaries 
it could also be treated as a tracer released near either bank. Under these conditions the constant 
in equation 5.9 has a value of 0.536 rather than 0.13.  Such a treatment will increase mixing 
lengths, but the basic relationships in the model will remain the same.  
The discrepancy between observed and predicted mixing lengths may originate from 
many factors. The streamtube model assumes that the factor of diffusion is constant across the 
channel. In natural rivers, channel depths vary across the channel and the factor of diffusion is 
expected to be less in the shallower areas than in the deeper areas. Not accounting for this spatial 
variation in diffusion introduces some error into predictions of mixing lengths. Additionally, 
Rutherford (1994) has stressed that caution must be taken while using transverse dispersion 
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coefficients computed using equation (5.6), given the uncertainty of estimates of dispersion 
calculated by this equation. The value of the constant in the equation 5.6 is found to vary 
between 0.3-0.9 depending on discharge values. Furthermore, as pointed out in the chapter 4, 
inherent problems with determining surficial mixing lengths from remote sensing data likely 
contribute to discrepancies between estimated and observed mixing lengths.  Nevertheless, the 
large difference between predicted and observed mixing lengths strongly suggests that the 
streamtube method fails to adequately capture mixing processes. In particular, the strong 
dependence of mixing on discharge is not evident in the observed values of mixing. Further 
research is needed with detailed three-dimensional velocity measurements and bed 
characteristics using new technologies like acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) to 
accurately assess transverse dispersion coefficients and the factor of diffusions to be able to 




CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary of findings 
 The primary goals of the research were: 1) to develop a methodology to detect suspended 
sediment concentrations distribution downstream of a large river confluence using flow and 
suspended sediment data from USGS gaging stations and satellite data from Landsat 5 and 2) to 
use the method on a large set of satellite images with wide range of hydrological conditions to 
examine the effects of varying potential controlling factors on the mixing rates and length scales. 
Successful application of the methodology on large number of cases contributes to the 
understanding of mixing processes downstream of large river confluences by providing insights 
into the relationships between the PCFs and observed mixing lengths over wide temporal and 
spatial scales. The research methodology developed in this dissertation provides basis for further 
mixing studies at and downstream of large river confluences around the world. 
The dissertation research consisted of three main components. In the first part, 143 cloud 
free Landsat images, acquired for a large confluence in the US – Mississippi-Missouri River 
confluence, over a period of 1985-2011, were used with SSC data from USGS gaging stations 
within satellite image’s footprint to relate the satellite spectral bands and spectral band indices 
for the stations’ locations to the observed SSC. A model was developed to predict SSSC over the 
entire study reach and a new mixing metric was proposed to compute mixing quantitatively 
along the study reach. The methodology that was developed was applied to three images to 
demonstrate model’s applicability and performance of the proposed mixing metric. In the second 
part, the method was applied to selected 57 images from initial 143 images based on visible 
contrast in the SSSC of incoming flows and the effects of discharge ratios, momentum ratios, 
flow depths, width-depth ratio, SSSC ratio and temperature ratios on the observed mixing rates 
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and length scales were documented. It is concluded that the potential factors that are important 
for small confluences may have minimal effect in large confluences. In the third part, a new 
methodology was introduced to implement streamtube method using river planform data from 
the satellite images, hydrologic data from USGS, and bathymetric data from USACE. The 
method was applied to eleven cases selected from second part of the dissertation research where 
complete mixing occurred within the study reach. The results from the model were compared 
with the results achieved in the second part to understand how well the model predicts mixing 
downstream of the Mississippi-Missouri confluence. The conclusions of this research suggest 
that mixing at large river confluences is more complex than in small confluences and simplified 
semi-theoretical models do not accurately predict transverse mixing. 
The research was guided by the research objectives described in Chapter 1. Each of the 
objectives is restated again as a recap and summary of the processes and main findings are 
presented below. 
1) Develop a satellite remote-sensing-based methodology to determine spatial patterns 
of suspended sediment downstream of a large river confluence 
Investigations of mixing processes downstream of a large rivers confluence require 
measurements of tracer gradients across the channel as the tracer cloud moves downstream. The 
mixing however may not happen for tens and hundreds of kilometers downstream of the 
confluence. Therefore, field measurements are not often feasible for large rivers. Satellite remote 
sensing data, if used in combination with ground data, has the potential for aiding and enabling 
river mixing studies at large confluences. A model was developed using 143 cloud free Landsat 5 
TM scenes over a period of 26 years and flow and SSC data from USGS gaging stations (see 
Chapter 3). Landsat spectral bands were used to calculate spectral indices that are known to 
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perform well for the detection of SSC in water bodies. Cross sectional averaged values of 
spectral bands and spectral indices information at the locations of USGS stations were combined 
with the observed cross sectional average SSSC values at these locations that resulted in a total 
of 271 data records from which half of the data was randomly selected to generate model and the 
rest of the data was used for model’s performance testing. RF model produced an r-squared value 
of 0.7. The model was applied to Landsat images that produced rasters where each pixel 
indicating SSSC value at that location. Spatial patterns of SSSC downstream of the confluence 
can be analyzed by extracting cross sectional values at any desired location. However, because of 
the turbulence in rivers, reflectance varies locally over space and time that can cause strong pixel 
to pixel variations even within a fully mixed channel.  To mitigate this effect, data are spatially 
averaged before computing the proposed mixing metric. A spatial averaging technique averages 
SSSC values at certain longitudinal distances, 500 m in this study, and produces a representative 
cross section with averaged SSSC values. The method acknowledges the fact that width of the 
channel changes over the distance in natural rivers. Geographic coordinates of each pixel 
locations are transformed to local s and n coordinate system before all the pixel values are 
averaged so that their n values can be normalized based on width of the central cross section. 
This way the pixels near the banks fall near the bank of the representative cross section and so 
on. The proposed mixing metric was then used to compute mixing at each spatially averaged 
cross section, 500 m apart. The new metric offers some advantages over previous metrics 
because it accounts for initial SSSC differences and unlike previous metrics, does not produce 
high mixing values for the cases where initial contrast in sediment concentrations within 
incoming flows is low. Additionally, a new term has been introduced in the mixing metric to 
account for variance in SSCs within the incoming flows. The metric produces values between 0 
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and 1 where 0 represents no mixing and 1 represents complete lateral mixing. The metric can be 
used to map spatial variation in mixing downstream of the confluence. The whole procedure can 
be automated that enables application of the model on large set of datasets.  
2) Apply the methodology to a large river confluence to evaluate rates and length scales 
of transverse surficial mixing of suspended sediment for a wide range of hydrological 
conditions  
The method developed for first objective was applied to large number of satellite images 
with wide range of hydrological conditions. From a pool of 143 images of a large confluence in 
the US – Mississippi-Missouri River confluence, acquired for a period of 1985-2011, 57 were 
selected for further analysis based on visible SSSC contrast between the incoming flows. For 
each image, values of SSSC were predicted at and downstream of the confluence, SSSC values 
were averaged spatially over a longitudinal distance of 500 m, and amount of mixing was 
determined using the confluence mixing metric. Mixing lengths were documented for the cases 
where mixing metric reached the threshold value of Pmx >0.97 within the study reach. Out of 57 
observed cases, complete lateral mixing was achieved in 44 cases within 110 km study reach 
while mixing could not be achieved in rest of the 13 cases. 
3) Evaluate the effects of potential controlling factors (PCFs), such as momentum ratio, 
total flow discharge, width-depth ratio, sediment-concentration ratios, and density 
differences on rates and length scales of mixing downstream of a large river 
confluence.  
Examination of mixing lengths in response to the PCFs elucidates how patterns of mixing 
are influenced by the variations in each of the controlling factors. Stage and discharge data from 
USGS gaging stations, bathymetric data from USACE, and SSSC and temperature data derived 
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from remote sensing data were used to calculate flow depths and flow densities which in turn 
were used to calculate PCFs such as momentum ratio, discharge ratio, width-depth ratio, SSSC 
ratio, and temperature ratios (see Chapter 4). The results illustrate the complexity of mixing 
processes at this confluence. For the most part, mixing lengths exhibit either very weak 
relationships or none at all with the different PCFs. Momentum flux ratio, discharge ratio, SSSC 
ratio, and temperature ratio were all found to have no substantial influence on mixing processes 
and hence mixing lengths. Relations derived from linear regressions of mean flow depths and 
width-depth ratios at the confluence against observed mixing lengths are statistically significant, 
but values of R2 are low (< 0.2) and these relationships are based on data that is limited in range.  
Analysis of the cases with high momentum flux ratios reveals a strong influence of 
momentum within initial three channel widths downstream where Missouri River impinges 
Mississippi River to the outer bank. This initial effect however, does not have significant effect 
on lateral mixing. The plot of mixing rates in first six channel widths did not show any positive 
relationship of momentum flux ratio with the mixing rates. The flow quickly recovers 
downstream of the CHZ and often stays unmixed for large distances downstream.  The lack of 
mixing at the confluence can be explained by analysis of bed topography, which shows the lack 
of significant “step” that could distort the mixing interface and hence increase mixing. 
Additionally, the Mississippi River is relatively straight upstream of the confluence and therefore 
existence of a secondary flow on of the Mississippi side of the confluence is unlikely. The 
Missouri River curves to join the Mississippi River and may develop secondary circulation as 
flow curves to align with the receiving channel.  If secondary circulation does develop from this 
effect, it does not appear to have a strong influence on mixing.  Furthermore, the density 
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differences between the flows are not great enough to form a density wedge, which could have 
increased mixing rates. 
4) Determine whether changes in the “apparent” amount of mixing, as determined from 
a mixing metric, might reflect factors other than mixing, such as additions or losses of 
sediment from the water column over distance.  
In addition to mixing metric reporting a complete lateral mixing (Pmx > 0.97) due to 
mixing processes, detailed analysis of mean SSSC profile downstream of the confluence relative 
to the upstream mean SSSC reveals another possibility for a flow to appear completely mixed 
without actual mixing processes, i.e. by changes in surficial SSC values on one side of the river, 
either by addition or reduction of SSSC. Two of such cases were presented where complete 
mixing were reported within the study reach, however, the mean SSSC at the mixed location did 
not merge at the expected SSSC (see Chapter 4). Investigation of SSSC reduction case revealed 
that SSSC reduction corresponded to the longitudinal changes in channel dimensions. Most of 
the sediment was lost at the location where channel is wider, and the Missouri River water was 
spread over shallower area and probably decelerated. For the sediment addition case, the 
Mississippi River was at a high flow stage, but had had a low sediment concentration upstream 
of the confluence. Downstream of the confluence, the SSSC on the Mississippi side of the river 
started increasing about 30 km downstream of the confluence. The mixing metric reported 
complete mixing when SSSC of Mississippi increased to a similar value to that of the Missouri 
River, which maintained its original SSSC value over the distance of 100 km. The mixed SSSC 
value in this case was much higher than the expected value.  These finding illustrate that the non-
conservative properties of suspended sediment need to be considered when evaluating mixing 
downstream of confluences in large river systems.   
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5) Develop a stream-tube model of mixing lengths and compare predicted lengths 
scales of mixing with observed length scales of surface mixing derived from remote 
sensing analysis  
A semi-theoretical model based on the streamtube method has been developed to predict 
transverse mixing in the Mississippi River downstream of the confluence with the Missouri 
River.  River stages and discharge data were obtained from USGS and water surface slopes were 
determined between St. Louis, MO and Chester, IL. The slopes were used in combination with 
the 2001 bathymetric data from USACE to determine complete flow depths profile along the 
entire study reach. Flow discharge was used in the model to estimate cross-channel velocity 
distribution at each cross-section. Twenty streamtubes were defined and a program in R was 
written to compute discharge and width of each streamtube. The program also determined 
streamtube model parameters including the transverse dispersion coefficient and the factor of 
dispersion averaged for the entire reach.  The calibrated model was used to estimate transverse 
mixing lengths for each of the eleven days corresponding to dates when transverse mixing 
occurred within the study reach according to information derived from Landsat images. The 
streamtube model relies heavily on the discharge and predicted mixing lengths are inversely 
related to the magnitude of discharge. This finding is inconsistent with the empirical findings in 
the earlier section where a weak direct relationship was found between mixing lengths and 
discharge. Overall the streamtube model performed poorly in predicting mixing lengths, 
indicating that the process of mixing downstream of the confluence of the Mississippi and 
Missouri rivers is more complex than characterized by this relatively simple mixing model.  
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6.2 Future work 
This research has investigated the relationships between PCFs and mixing rates and 
length scales in a large river confluence over long spatial and temporal scales by developing a 
new model capable of detecting SSSC quantitatively, applying that model to large number of 
satellite images, developing a spatial averaging technique, and calculating mixing using the 
mixing metric. Although, the methodology provided in this dissertation worked well for large 
number of cases, the results show the complexity of the mixing processes at large river 
confluences. Additional work at different large river confluences is needed to clarify whether 
these findings are site specific or ubiquitous. This site has been subjected to wide range of 
ongoing anthropogenic modifications which may have affected the flow and sediment dynamics 
at the confluence.  
The model developed in this dissertation should theoretically be applicable to anywhere 
around the world given the SSSC is less than the SSSC for which the model was trained for, i.e. 
SSSC <= 1700 mg/l. However, the performance of the model should be tested before 
applications at a different site. If found practical, the methodology can be used in future on a 
large number of cases to explore the influence of potential controlling factors including planform 
symmetry on the downstream rates of lateral mixing. However, future work should integrate 
surface processes with subsurface processes by combining remote sensing data with field data in 
order to better understand mixing downstream of large river confluences. Statistical analysis 
failed to reveal any strong relations between potential controlling factors and mixing lengths. 
Thus, analyses based on data derived from remote sensing and from other secondary sources 
(gaging data, bathymetric data) was not sufficient to determine factors controlling mixing 
lengths. An approach that combines remote sensing and field campaigns appears necessary.  
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Such an approach can provide the basis for linking process-based field measurements of 
hydrodynamics and mixing at specific locations downstream of a confluence with spatially 
extended patterns of mixing detected by remote sensing. A potential concern for future work 
however, is that Landsat 5 has developed problem with its solar arrays (Furby and Wu, 2009) 
and it has already exceeded its life expectancy with little fuel left for operational purposes (Marx 
and Loboda, 2013; Wulder et al., 2009). Also, Landsat 7’s image quality has deteriorated due to 
SLC failure, resulting in black stripes in the images. Nevertheless, the same technique can be 
used in future with the newly available Landsat 8 that was launched in January 2013. Landsat 8 
has potential to be an ideal sensor for inland water quality applications with an additional deep 
blue band that has been specifically added for research on water bodies, along with refined 
heritage bands in visible and near IR range. Additionally, with its better residence time and 
higher radiometric resolution (12-bit data as compared to 8-bit data of Landsat 5 and 7), Landsat 
8 will be able to detect subtle gradations in reflected light intensity and hence it will allow more 
detailed mixing dynamics studies at confluences. 
Future work using remote sensing may also be undertaken at the sites where detailed field 
data were collected (e.g. Lane et al., 2008) to test how well remote sensing data can reproduce 
observations on the ground. Such work would require a minimum discharge and bathymetric 
information in both tributaries. With SSSC and temperature derived from satellite data, remote 
sensing data should be able to detect density wedges associated with density differences. 
However, remote sensing has limited capability when it comes to disruption of mixing interfaces 
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